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In this report a study of the torsional dynamic behaviour during the entry of

a slab of slabbing mill three of Hoogovens IJmuiden is stated. This slabbing

mill 1S a reversing mill, which has a vertical and a horizontal pair of rolls.

The drive of each of the horizontal rolls consists of two independently excited

direct current machines with speed control. The vertical rolls are driven by

one machine. In a number of passes an ingot 1S transformed to a slab.

The study has led to a computer model of the existing system. In this model a

variety of parameters can be altered, for instance to change the adjustment of

the regulators. The parameter variations made it possible to derive a few

conclusions:

- the adjustment of the current regulators for the horizontal drive can be

improved by trying to achieve critical damping of the current 1n the area of

the nominal speed (or armature voltage) of the machines. This 1S the wanted

value of the angular speed for the horizontal drive during most passes.

- the speed regulators of the upper and the lower drive of the horizontal rolls

can best have the same transfer functions and about the same adjustment 1n

order to have a good load sharing between upper and lower drive. A small

difference in the adjustment is necessary to prevent the first part of the

rolled slab from d1v1ng 1nto the roller table as w111 be expla1ned 1n chapter

nine.

A possibility is using'superconducting homopolar machines 1n this system instead

of the conventional direct current machines.

The report starts with an introduction to superconductors and superconducting

machines. The machine data necessary for the computer simulations are derived

with computer aided designing, which is described briefly in chapter two.

For the parameters mass moment of inertia, inductance and resistance of the

armature of the machines estimations and calculations have been made. It follows

that a superconducting homopolar machine designed for the same nominal power

and speed as a conventional D.C. machine can have a . somewhat better efficiency

and a much smaller mass moment of inertia.

Inserting the superconducting machine data in the computer model learns:

- the torsional dynamic behaviour of the system with superconducting machines

is similar to that of the present system. However, a smaller mass moment of

inertia of the machines does not improve the torsional dynamics of the system.
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- another mill design, which has a reduced total sum of the mass moments of

inertia, could improve the torsional dynamics of the system. An additional

advantage would be that reversing would require less energy.
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O. Introduction.

In 1911 the phenomenon of superconductivity was discovered. Only a few

materials showed this superconductivity below a critical temperature. It took

considerable long time before some materials were developed which could be used

in strong magnetic fields and which were able to carry high currents. When this

was achieved it became possible to use superconductors in for instance electrical

machines. The advantages of using superconductors are among others that a lower

mass moment of inertia and a better machine efficiency are possible.

For a slabbing mill it can be examined whether it ~s advantageous or not to use

superconducting homopolar machines. The universal slabbing mill of Hoogovens

IJmuiden has been taken as an example.

Slabbing ~s the first deformation process performed on an ingot. The ingot is

processed to a slab in a number of passes. The slab goes through the mill and then

reverses, so the drive must be reversible. This slabbing mill consists of a pair

of~horizontal and a pair of vertical or edging rolls. During a number of passes

the horizontal and vertical rolls are operating simultaneously.

The· existing drive of this mill consists of i~dependently excited direct current

machines with speed control. There are two machines on each horizontal roll and

one machine for both vertical rolls. It is possible to make a computer model of

the complete system, which chapters 7 and 8 show. The model describes the torsional

dynamic behaviour of the mill during the entry of the slab.

In such a system it is possible to replace the conventional machines by super-

<p <p

CD 3

~ eb ~ cb

~ t?
-0--

cb

Figure 0.1.
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2.
1

conducting homopolar machines. The dynamic behaviour of the system with conventional

and superconducting machines can now be examined, provided the necessary machine

parameters are available.

International Research and Development Co. Ltd. in Newcastle upon Tyne in England

has developed superconducting homopolar machines and computer programs for computer

aided designing of such machines. At this company in co-operation with the author

of this report a few designs for the horizontal and vertical drive have been made.

On the basis of these designs a few design tendencies could be stated as shown in

chapter 4.

To conclude this introduction a short description of the vertical and horizontal

stands (or systems) will be given with the aid of a few sketches.

The vertical stand is schematically shown in figure 0.1. In this figure the numbers

have the following meaning:

1 : d.c. machine;

2 : universal joint;

3 : tooth coupling;

4 : gear-box;

5 : vertical roll;

6 : roll distance adjustment;

7 : transport rolls for the slab.

The two vertical rolls are driven by one shaft. The gear-boxes have a transmission

ratio of 1.382. From a construction point of view the a-symmetric arrangement is

not a very good one.

Figure 0.2. shows the horizontal stand. Only the upper roll can be translated.

Figure 0.2.
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Here: 1 : d.c. machine;

2 : rigid coupling;

3 : slipper joint;

4 : roll;

5 : roll distance adjustment.

In the first pass the slab or ingot goes through the vertical rolls and then

through the horizontal rolls. This ~s called the forward direction.
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1. Superconducting machines.

1.1. Introduction.

The resistivity of a metal ~s a function of the temperature. Normal

conductors have a positive temperature coefficient. Below a certain temperature

(the transition temperature) some materials exihibit zero resistivity as shown

in figure 1.1. This state of zero resistivity is called superconductivity.

Sliper- I
l'{lI1Ull(lIl1~ I-c

111,llhlll(H1 [L'!lll'\.'I,tl\lI'"

Figure 1.1.

A result of the zero resistivity ~s that very high current densities ~n the

superconductors are possible. This makes high electric currents and therefore

strong magnetic fields possible. These fields can get much stronger than 2T

without using magnetic iron. A reduction of the mass of a field system can be

achieved by letting out the magnetic iron.

For any cilindrical machine it ~s possible to derive a simple formula,

which expresses the power developed by the armature.

Figure 1.2. shows a shell with diameter D em], thickness 0 em] and length L em].

This shell ~s ~n an approximately constant radial magnetic field B and it carr~es

a current in axial direction (current density J). The rotational" speed is N

revolutions per minute.

The torque and power developed by the armature are:

and

P = T ·w
E

where: w ~s the angular speed in radials per second.

[Nm]

[w]

( 1.1)

(1 .2.)
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The angular speed can be expressed as:

w == 21T-N/60
-1

[rad s ] (1.3.)

Figure 1.2.

Substituting (1.1.) and (1.3.) ~n (1.2.) and the definition of the armature electric

loading:

A = J-o
s

results in:

(1.4.)

[w] (1.5.)

When the radial field B is not constant over the entire outer shell area a

reduction factor a [-] is introduced to define a mean value of the radial field:

(1.6.)[T]B = a.-B
av peak

where B is the maximum field appearing on the shell area.peak
Formula (1.5.) is suitable to show the potential benefits of the use of super-

conducting machines.

As mentioned earlier the magnetic field can be increased when using superconductors,

so the power volume ratio (P/~D21) can be increased. The machine weight can be

reduced because of the possible absence of magnetic iron. These two consequences

result in smaller machines with lower mass moments of inertia.

The excitation windings have no electrical resistance and thus no electric

power losses in steady state. However, in return for this advantage there is

power needed to cool the superconductor.
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1.2. Some brief remarks on the superconducting state.

The superconducting state ~s only possible when temperature, magnetic field

applied to the conductor and the current density in the conductor are below certain

values (material dependent). See also figure 1.5.

When a conductor is in superconducting state, the current does not penetrate the

conductor, but ~s carried in a high current density layer. There are also surface

or screening currents that exclude flux from the interior of the conductor, when

placed in a magnetic field. The field in the conductor is equal but opposite to

the applied field. Below a critical value of the field (Bel)' which is material

dependent, all superconductors show this behaviour.

There are two types of superconductors. The first type reverses immediately to

the normal state when the magnetic field is increased above Bel' In the normal

state the current uses the entire crosssection and the flux of the applied field

penetrates the conductor.

Figure 1.3. shows what happens. The depth of the reg~on where the screen~ng

currents flow is independent of the applied field.

(~)
Crllical field

SupclTondl1l,;llng

Ii, I

.'vlagnctic ficld

Figure 1.3.

Normal

The conductors of the second type do not reverse immediately to the normal state.

Below a second critical value of the applied field (Bc2) but above Bel' the

magnetic field penetrates gradually the conductor, so only part of the conductor

is excluded from the field. The penetration of the field is related to the critical

current density for the conductor temperature. Between Bel and Bc2 there is a mixed

stage. Figure 1.4. shows a superconductor of the second type.
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M"~I1CLIC lidd

Figure 1.4.

The first type of superconductor can only operate 1n low fields

(Bc1 <0,08T) and because of the shallow penetration depth of the high current

density surface layer (10-8 m) with low currents.

The second type can be used 1n much stronger fields as shown 1n table 1.1.

'''II
''',Sn
\" \( i ~I

'h

Crilical Bd Ma~imum 8 J, at 4.2 K (A mm - 2)
temperature at 4.2 K in use -_._- - - -_.

T~ (T) (T) 8 = 4 T 8= lOT
fKI

.. -. --- _._- . ----- ---

10.2 12 8 15 x 10J 2 X 102

IX..1 ~~ 16 20 x 10J 2 x 10"~~

10.5 22 20 6 x 102 6 X 102

'J.5 0.25 - - -

·Ilic,~ clal.; "r~ repn'duc~d. with permission from Fickett (1979).

Table 1.1.

Properties of practical superconductors.

Figure 1.5. shows the boundaries on the superconducting state.

Consider a type 2 of superconducting slab (infinete long and wide, see figure 1.5a.)

1n the mixed state (figure 1.4.).

The applied field 1S along the length aX1S of the slab.
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Figure 1.5.

B

11
B

Figure 1.5a.

The penetration (x) of the field into the slab can be calculated from the

first law of Maxwell:

B [m] (1.7.)x = lIT
where

. a c

B = magnetic field applied ~TJ and

J = critical current density for a certain temperature [A m-2]
c
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When there is a small change in temperature, the critical current density and

as can be derived from (1.7.) the distance into the slab will change. The

applied field remains constant. Figure 1.6. shows the variation of the distance

when the current density is reduced.

\

I )1 .... larH L' IIUn ,lah

~Upl'rrlllltlLH.:tor

Figure 1.6.

As a result of this there is a redistribution of flux in the conductor and

therefore the magnetic field energy changes. This change can be derived through

the energy density:

where

dQ/dV = 1 B2
2 l-!o

(1.8.)

dQ = magnetic field energy change [J]

and

dV = volume change of field in conductor [m3 ].

Integrating (1.8.) over this volume gives the magnetic field energy and the

change of this energy as function of ~x is:

[J] (1.9.)

An increase of the temperature results in a bigger distance into the slab

(~x>O) and a release of energy ~Q. This causes an additional temperature rise.

The effect of redistribution of flux occurs when one of the three variables

J, T or B is changed. This effect leads to two conclusions:

- the superconductor must be stabilized to prevent problems with small J, T or

B variations (see lit. [T] );

- superconductors can only be used in (with) constant fields

(currents) or slowly changing fields (currents).
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- This stabilisation is usually achieved by one of the following ways:

1. Providing a large area of direct contact between the superconductor and

liquid helium so that any normal region can be removed by heat conduction

(cryostat stabilisation).

2. Manufacturing the superconductor ~n fine filaments (typically 50 micrometres

or less in size). This limits flux movement (dx in equation 1.9.) and hence

limits the heat generated following a transient temperature r~se.

For both methods, the conductor incorporates a significant amount of copper. This

acts as an electrical shunt in the event of the superconductor going normal, but

also makes easier the conduction of heat within the superconductor.

Superconductors are chiefly used with constant or slowly varying field or currents.

Superconductors for a.c. use have been proposed or developed from time to time, but

these need to be specially designed, in particular with regard to the following:

a. Using superconductor with very fine filaments (see above) to limit flux movement.

b. Twisting or transposition of superconducting filaments to limit currents passing

between filaments (analogous to 'Litz cable).

c. A high resistance component of material between superconducting filaments, also

in order to limit currents between filaments.

1.3. The production of liquid helium.

The field system, placed in the cryostat, must be cooled below the critical

temperature of the superconductor used. For this cooling, liquid helium is used,

which is produced using the Claude cycle. In figure 1.7. the temperature-entropy

diagram and the flow diagram for this cycle are represented.

In the following a short description of the flow diagram. The compressed helium (1)

flows through a number of heat interchangers and part of it through two expans~on

turbines to a Joule-Thomson valve. In this valve the gas is throttled and part of

the gas is liquefied. This throttle valve can only be used below the inversion

temperature of He (see also lit. [1] and [2]). At higher temperatures the helium

would be heated rather than cooled.

The liquid helium cools the cryostat and the gaseous helium is used for the

counterflow-cooling in the heat interchangers.

At point 10 the boiled-off gas from the cryostat and of the counter flow joins

to go through the compressor. The expansion turbines accomplish an extra cooling

of the gas. For an ideal turbine the expansion is isentropic.
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/

I i' !ll,HI -----__-'

Figure 1.7.

The energy input for the compressor for an ideal proces (Carnot cycle) ~s:

(1.10.)[J]W =
T2-T1
--'QT

1

where W is the compressor energy input, Q [J] is the heat removed from the

cryostat at temperature T
1

[K], which is the boiling temperature of He at

1 atmosphere pressure and T
2

[K] is the temperature of the helium, when entering
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the compressor. The upper limit for T
2

~s the ambient temperature of the liquid

helium plant, which is usually 293 K. The cycle's efficiency is defined as:

~ = gw [- ] (1.11.)

The efficiency of an actual cycle is always lower than the maximum theoretical

efficiency as defined with (1.11.). The actual Claude cycle efficiency varies

between 7 and 20 percent of ~.

The temperature T
2

can be reduced by using liquid nitrogen in the pre-cooling

stage. The effect that T
1

and T
10

~n figure 1.7. are lowered and therefore the

shaded area in the temperature entropy diagram, which represents the energy input

for the compressor, is reduced. The lower energy requirement for the compressor

can also be derived from formula (1.10.).

1.4. Some aspects of a cryostat design.

It is obvious that the heat-transfer from the ambient temperature

surroundings to the superconducting winding must be minimized. There are three

phenomena responsible for the heat-transfer. Each of these and the consequences

for the cryostat design will be discussed briefly.

The first to be discussed is the conduction down the winding supports. These

supports keep the winding ~n its place and form a connection between an ambient

temperature body and the cold body.

The conduction heat-transfer between two bodies separated by a solid of length

L [m] and constant crosssectional area A [m2 ] is:

[w] (1.12.)

where k is the thermal conductivity of the connecting body, which is in thisc
case assumed to be constant and T

2
and T

1
[K] are the temperatures of the

separated bodies.

According to equation (1.12.) the winding supports should be as long and thin

as possible. Besides these thermal requirements there also mechanical

requirements, which implies a compromise between those two.

The thermal conductivity is not constant in the temperature range ambient -4 K,

so the conduction heat load can not be determined with formula (1.12.), with a

constant k . However, the formula is useful to explain the thermal requirements
c

with respect to conduction heat-transfer.
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- The second phenomenon is a combination of the conduction and convection heat

transfer from a wall to a solid stationary fluid (e.g. air). The heat-transfer

per unity of area is expressed by:

(1.13.)

where the wall and fluid temperature are TW and Tf [K] and hc is the convection

heat-transfer coefficient. This coefficient is among other variables a function

of fluid viscosity, density and pressure. By reducing the fluid pressure, h
c

reduces so much that it is useful to encase the field system in a vacuum con-

tainment vessel. This vessel is normally at ambient temperature.

- The last phenomenon is heat-transfer by radiation between the ambient temperature

vacuum containment vessel, with temperature T
1

[K] and the superconducting winding

with temperature T
2

[KJ. This heat-transfer is according to (again per unity

of area):

·44
q = h (T -T )r ra 2 1

(1.14.)

where h is the radiation heat-transfer coefficient, which can be expressedra
(for two 0ppos1ng grey bodies) as:

(1.15.)

In formula (1.15.) £1 and £2 are the emissivities of the hot and cold radiating

surfaces respectively and cr is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Polishing the

opposing surfaces reduces the emissivities and therefore the heat-transfer.

Another possibility of reducing this heat-transfer is the incorporation of a

radiation shield so the temperature difference T
2

-T
1

is reduced. An additional

advantage is, that the temperature of the boild-off helium coming from the cryostat

can be reduced. This because the helium does not have to touch the ambient

temperature vessel. Formula (1.10.) shows that as a result of this the

compressor energy input is reduced as well.

A further source of heat input to the cryostat is presented by the field current

leads connecting the field power supply cables at ambient temperature to the low

temperature superconducting coil.

The potential heat flux is the sum of conduction down the lead from the ambient

temperature end plus the ohmic losses produced by the field current. The resultant

head load is relieved by counterflow cooling the leads with helium boil-off gas.
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1.5. The field supply and coil protection.

Figure 1.8. ~s a sketch of the field system and its power supply.

In this sketch there are two power supplies (PSl and 2). It is clear that one

power supply is sufficient, but a high and low power supply can be advantageous.

The high power supply can be used to build up the field current (IF) from zero,

with a high voltage. This can also be done with a low voltage, but it then takes

more time to build up the necessary magnetic fieldenergy (~LIF2).

5

Figure 1.8.

R ~'"L~ FL'

The low power supply which has a low voltage, can be used to maintain the field

in steady state. In steady state there is still some resistance to overcome in

the current leads (connection between ambient temperature cables and super

conducting winding, CL in figure 1.8.), the cables and the power supply itself.

Even the superconducting composite causes a small electrical resistance at the

places where a connection of two composite parts has to be made in a winding.

For reasons of stability (paragraph 1.2.) the superconductor is embedded in a

normal metal matrix, usually copper. A connection between two superconducting

composites is made by connecting the metal matrices.

In normal conditions the switch S (in figure 1.8.) is closed. The resistance R has

no influence because of the fact that the resistance of the current leads, winding

and cables between Rand CL in figure 1.8. J is much less than that of R.

When, for any reason, the superconductor goes normal (a quench), the stored energy

in the field system (~LIF2) must be removed without being dissipated in the coils.

Otherwise the coils would be heated too much, which would give thermal expansion

problems .
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In the superconducting state the bilifar-wound quench detection coil L' (in

figure 1.8.) has a similar voltage across it as the superconducting coil L.

During a quench a differential voltage between the coils occurs because of the

sudden appearance of resistance in the coil. This differential voltage opens the I

switch S. The current circulates in that case 1n the circuit: dump resistance R

and L. The current decays with the time constant L = L/R. The value of the

resistance R needs to be larger than the value of the resistance of the coil in

normal state and such that the temperature rise of the coil and the voltage

across the coil are acceptable. This to ensure minimal thermal expansion problems

and minimal damage of the winding insulation.

1.6. On the choice of type of a superconducting D.C. machine.

It is possible to make use of superconductors 1n synchronous machines

(field winding). however. in this report these machines are not taken into

consideration. A D.C. machine can be a heteropolar or a homopolar machine. These

two versions are compared 1n the following.

For a heteropolar machine it 1S advantageous to use superconducting field winding

as; follows from paragraph 1.1. The design of the machine is quite similar to its

conventional counterpart except for the fact that there is no need for magnetic

iron in the armature. This results in a reduction of flux densities generated by

the armature. The size of the interpoles can be reduced and compensating windings

are no longer necessary. see literature [1].

Since there is still a commutator. the maximum power is limited, because of the

admissable voltage between two commutator segments.

A real disadvantage 1S that the reaction torque has to be transmitted to the

machine foundations by the field system. Therefore. the mechanical requirements

of the winding supports are increased, compared with a field system to which no

torque reaction is applied. As a result the support thickness and the refriger

ation load have to be increased. In cases with high dynamic loads, which can

become much higher than full-load, these problems are aggravated.

Figures 1.9. and 1.10. show two homopolar machines. A homopolar machine does not

have a commutator but sliprings and the torque reaction needs not to be applied

to the field system. A disadvantage 1S that the armature e.m.f. tends to be low,

compared to a heteropolar machine. which requires substantial armature currents.
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Figure 1.9.
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In steel mill drives high dynamic loads occur, which leads to the choice of

homopolar machines so that the compressor input energy stays within acceptable

limits.

There is still a choice to be made between a disc or a drum machine (figure 1.9.

and 1.10. respectively). In the disc machine a voltage is induced between the

inner and outer radius of the disc, when the disc is rotating and a current can

flow through this disc. This current can be collected and reversed through a

stationary disc in the same excitation field. The torque reaction now appears on

the stationary disc. The armature e.m.f. can be increased when a segmented disc

is used and the segments are in series. The outer radius side segment is through a

brush, a stationary disc segment and another brush connected to the inner radius

side of another segment. Again commutating-like problems occur.

There are two sliprings with different slipring diameters. The large diameter

slipring sets the rubbing speed and wear-rate limitations and the small diameter

slipring limits the current density of the brushes.

Figure 1.10. shows the principle design of a one stage drum machine. The field

system can either be in- or outside the drum where the rotor conductor (or -bar)

is mounted on. The voltage is induced along the length of the armature. The

armature current (I) flows through a rotor bar (A) and is reversed through a

stator bar (D), on which the torque reaction is applied to.
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Figure 1. 1Ob . field system

For each stage there are two sliprings (B) and a set of brushes (C) usually

mounted on brush arcs, which are left out in this sketch. One stage is formed by

a rotor bar and a matching stator bar.
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Again the armature voltage can be increased by us~ng more stages ~n series. For

example when a second stage was mounted on the drum in figure 1.10a., two extra

sliprings would be required, which could be placed between the sliprings in this

figure. The length of the second rotor bar would be reduced compared with the

length of the first rotor bar. Other slipring arrangements are possible so that

every rotor bar in a multi-stage drum machine has the same length.

Usually the field system is inside the rotor drum because it gives a better

utilization of the available space. A more important advantage is that the gap

between the coil and armature is smaller now compared to the gap when the field

system is placed outside the armature. This because of the fact that the stator

bars must be in the same field and as close as possible to a rotor bar. Therefore,

there can be a higher utilization of the excitation flux per coil.

In figure 1.10b. the field system ~s represented schematicly. There are two

coils (E) in the vacuum vessel (G). The drum (F) has been drawn to indicate

that the field system is inside the armature.

The drum machine has a few advantag~compared to the disc machine. An advantage

is that all sliprings have the same diameter, so the limitations on the current

collection system (wear-rate, rubbing speed and current density of the brushes)

are the same for all sliprings. For a drum machine it is easier to choose a

slipring diameter so that no limitations on the current collection system are

reached.

Another advantage with respect to the wear-rate of the brushes is that the

sliprings are not segmented and there ~s no sparking because of the constant

sliding contact between slipring and brush.

A very significant advantage is that the drum machine uses twice the flux of a

disc machine owing to the fact that there are two field coils which are excited

in opposition, see literature [1]. This however, causes a problem, with r~spect to

the winding supports, because of the repulsive force between the coils.

When a machine is required with a power output in excess of 5 MW usually a

drum machine is preferable.

1.7. The superconducting homopolar drum machine design of I.R.D.

Figures 1.11. until 1.13. show some parts of the drum machine design of

I.R.D. For this design computer programs have been made to calculate the actual

dimensions of a machine with given power output and rotorspeed.
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The armature consists of a rotating and a stationary part. It is useful to

define a few terms which are often used in the following paragraphs and chapters.

With armature, the complete armature, so rotating and stationary part is meant.

The rotor means the rotating part of the armature and the stator refers to the

stationary part.

Figure 1.11. represents the basic design of the field system, which is encased

in the cryostat. A coil consists of superconducting coil modules separated by

spacers. The place of a coil module influences the useful flux of the field

system. As can be seen in this figure the distance between the ambient temperature

vessel (vacuum vessel inner shell) and the cold vessel (coil vessel) is as long

as possible. The coils are wrapped up with radiation shields and superinsulation

(for this material k in equation (1.12.) has a very low value).
c

SUPPORT CYLINDER
(non-drive end)

VACUUM VESSEL
OUTER SHELL SUPERINSULATION & THERMAL

RADIATION SHIELDS

COIL VESSEL

SUPPORT
DIAPHRAGMI

I

SUPPORT CYLINDER
(drive end)

\
VACUUM VESSEL
INNER SHELL

SPACER
\

SUPERCONDUCTING COIL MODULE

Figure 1.11.

The rotor design has been sketched in figure 1.12. The sliprings and rotor

conductors are mounted on coaxial drums. The shape of a rotor conductor is a bit

more complicated than in figure 1.10. ~s indicated, because between the slipring

spans the rotor conductors (or -bars) are placed on the same diameter as the

slipring outer diameter. In this way the useful flux is increased.

On the inside a part of the cryostat is visible. At the drive end of the machine
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the stationary cryostat 1S supported by the rotating shaft of the machine. There

is only one drive end because on one side there is room needed for the liquid

helium and field current leads.

The necessary cooling of sliprings and rotor (stator) conductors 1S done by using

water cooling.

CENTRE DRUM

COOLING WATER
PIPEWORK

ROTOR CONDUCTOR

• .:a_~_RESIN BAG

i\
NON-DRIVE
END DRUM

INSULATION FENCE

FLEXIBLE EXPANSION
JOINT

NON-DRIVE END BEARING

NON-DRIVE END
JOURNAL ---.~...

ROTOR
CONDUCTOR

WATER COOLING

Figure 1.12.

In figure 1.13. the current collection and stator bars are shown. A number of

brushes are needed to collect the current of a slipring and lead it through

the brush arc to the stator bar. The stator bar has to transmit the torque

reaction to the foundations. The construction of the brush arcs is such that

it is easy to take them out and to replace them. When spare brush arcs are

available the stand-still of the machine does not have to be very long to

install new brushes.

As stated earlier this kind of machine requires substational armature currents,

which leads to current collection problems. To make these machines feasible

these problems had to be solved first. A lot of research into this field has been
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done by I.R.D. This led to the following conclusion with respect to the use of

conventional solid brushes: when the rubbing speed is kept lower than 40 m s-1

and the complete current collection system ~s placed in an inert humified

gas with a debris removal system, the life of a brush can be over four years.

FLEXIBLE CONNECTION
FROM BRUSH

BRUSH ARCS

Figure 1. 13.

INSULATED
SUPPORT

ENVIRONMENTAL CASING

r\r~
1---1-1.+--- ---- - +1-

(nJ
I
I
!

~
I

!

STATOR BARS

In the machine no magnetic iron otherwise than to screen the magnetic field from

the environment has been used. This results in more complicated field calculations

than those for a conventional machine with magnetic iron. The field at place P

in figure 1.14. of a circular current loop can for instance be calculated with

Biot-Savart's law:

~ dsxdl
dB = ....£.. I .----,~-

4'IT dI3
[T] (1.16.)

where dB is the magnetic induction [T] caused by the piece of contour d~, which

carries a current I, at place P. The connection vector of ds and P is dl with

length dl.
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---

Figure 1.14.

The useful flux in a drum machine can be calculated by integrating the radial

flux density along the armature conductor between the current collections points.

The radial flux density can be calculated with (1.16.).
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2. The design of a homopolar D.C. drum machine at I.R.D.

2.1. Introduction.

For the design of such a machine two computer programs have been written.

The first program deals with the field system and the second one with the

armature and refrigeration plant. The actual design for field system and

armature is always the same. With the aid of the computer program the dimensions

of several parts are calculated for a given input.

This is an example of computer aided desiging and shows the developments made

with this kind of machine at I.R.D.

In the following the two programs are discussed briefly. The actual calculation

methods are not released by I.R.D., so the description has to be in a general form.

2.2. The field system calculations.

This ~s the first program and it consists of field calculatwns (flux etc.)

and refrigeration load calculations. The input for the field calculations are:

_. inner and outer diameter of the coils and where they are placed

(coil configuration);

- design value of maximum field in coil body (peak field); I

- construction parameters of coil (ratio superconductor - insulation);

- material properties of insulation and superconductor;

- safety factor for superconductor with respect to temperature variations

(thermal factor);

- voltage across dump resistor during a quench;

- slipring outer diameter;

- angular speed of the rotor.

The program calculates for the given coil configuration and a certain excitation

(in ampere turns) the peak field in the system.

S~nce the wanted peak f~eld ~s g~ven the exc~tat~on needed can be der~ved. Once I

the excitation and the thermal factor are known, the number of turns and the current I

can be calculated. (The area of superconductor is determined by the thermal

f d . ) . . Iactor an not by the current dens~ty. The other co~l parameters make ~t I
possible to calculate the actual dimension of a coil module. The program gives
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as output the field current, quantity superconductor needed and total mass of the

coils. This part of the program gives an output of the flux calculations and

quantities derived from those calculations.

Besides the already stated quantities the output 1S:

- coil forces (forces between coils as a result of magnetic repulsion or

attraction);

- stray field at certain distances from the machine center;

- flux and transverse voltage gradient on a shell which has the outer diameter

of the sliprings at certain distances from machine mid plane and the stored

(field) energy and current decay time for a certain dump resistor.

The refrigeration load calculations determine for the above field system, the

dimensions of the cryostat and the mass flow of liquid He required to cool the

cryostat from ambient temperature to 4.2 K.

The calculations are heat technical and stiffness calculations.

Part of the output of the first program is needed for the second one. The trans

verse voltage gradient at a slipring needs to be below a certain value in order

to minimize eddy currents in the slipring and brushes. This condition together

with the calculations gives the span where the sliprings can be placed. The

avarage useful flux and average rotor bar length are available when the slipring

span is known.

2.3. The armature and refrigeration plant calculations.

The armature calculations are made for an already set design and its

purpose is to determine the armature dimensions and losses both electrical and

mechanical.

A see of parameters can be chosen and they form the 1nput.

These parameters are:

- nominal output power;

nominal rotor speed in revolutions per minute;

- current density of brushe~ stator/rotor conductors, sliprings and brush arc

(wanted values);

- resistivity of the same rotor parts as above (material property);

- number of stages;

- useful flux;

- average rotorbar length;

- rotor shell dimensions (shell where rotor conductors are mounted on) and

slipring outer diameter and radial depth.
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For these parameters that part of the dimensions of rotor and stator bars, slip

rings and brushes, which was unknown, can be found. The useful flux and motor

speed determine the armature voltage (as well as per stage). Combined with the

nominal power the armature current can easily be found.

The contributions of the several parts to the losses are calculated. A few losses

will be discussed.

The sliprings contribute to mechanical and electrical losses. The mechanical

losses are due to friction between brushes and sliprings. The electrical losses

are due to slipring current losses, a voltage drop-over the contact brush

slipring, a voltage drop-over the brushes and rotor and stator bar losses.

Part of the slipring losses is caused by eddy currents in slipring and brushes.

Rotor and stator conductor losses are a result of electrical resistance. The

brush arc losses are a result of resistance but also of the current distribution

over the brushes. The closer the distance to the stator conductor connection,

the higher the current density in the brush arc. A similar effect appears ~n

the s liprings •

Some other losses (of mechanical nature) are losses in the hydrostatic bearings

and windag~ losses.

When all the losses are known the total power needed to get nominal power output

at the shaft of the motor is known and thus the motor efficiency. The efficiency

calculated, neglecting the power needed for the refrigeration plant, is called

motor internal efficiency.

The input for the refrigeration plant calculations:

- mass flow of liquid He to cool the actual cryostat;

- compressor efficiency;

- ratio mass of gaseous He/mass of liquid He (in Claude cycle);

- temperature rise (4.2 K to ambient);

- and cryostat dimension (including weight of coils etc.).

The total mass flow of liquid He and the compressor power can now be calculated.

Besides the liquid He needed for the cryostat there is also a need for liquid He

for cooling the current leads. Knowing the compressor power, the efficiency

including the compressor is available. These calculations do not take into con

sideration pre-cooling with liquid nitrogen.

The armature and refrigeration plant calculations result in the dimensions and

weights of the complete machine. With these results it is possible to estimate

values for the mass moment of inertia of the rotor, armature inductance and

armature electrical resistance.
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3. Estimations of mass moment of inertia, resistance and

inductance for I.R.D. machines.

3.1. Introduction.

If the dynamic behaviour of the machine ~s being examined, two differential

equations are very important. These equations are equations of motion and of

voltage.

The equation of motion, when the load torque is directly applied to the mass

moment of intertia of the machine and no friction occurs, ~s: (see figure 3.1.)

TE ..... I JM I/~~ Tload

(J)

Figure 3.1.

where:

J M
= mass moment of inertia

T = applied load torqueload

TE
= electromagnetic motor torque

..
(J)M = angular acceleration of mass

The motor torque can be derived from:

~
= --I

2TI R
where:

= useful flux (of field system)

= rotor current

[kg m2 ]

[Nm]

[Nm]

-2[rad s ]

[Weber]

[Amp]

(3.2.)
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The voltage equation is also quite simple to derive (see figure 3.2.):
•

UD. C. = ~'IR+LRIR+UROT (3.3.)

U = voltage source (direct voltage)D.C.

= rotor resistance

L
R

= rotor inductance

UROT = motor e.m.f.

The motor e.m.f. is according to (3.4.)

UROT ~
.

= 271" <.P = ~·N

where m
.

<.Pm'
=: angular velocity of mass

N = rotor speed in R.P.S.

+

Figure 3.2.

[v]

[H]

[v]

(3.4.)

In this part of the report the equations (3.1.) and (3.3.) are not the ~ssue.

They are only mentioned to show what machine parameters are needed to describe

the dynamic behaviour in a certain system. The parameters needed are: R, Land

J of the armature. They are not calculated in the computer programs described in

the previous chapter. With the results of the programs it is possible to estimate

values for these parameters. The following paragraphs deal with those estimations.

In reality the values of the parameters will differ from the estimations. The

estimations give an impression of the actual values and should be considered as such.
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3.2. The armature resistance.

The electrical power losses ~n the armature can be translated to power

dissipated in one resistance. This resistance represents the armature resistance.

The power dissipated divided by the current square gives the resistance. I

The electrical power losses consist of:

- brush electrical and slipring current loss;

- rotor and stator bar losses and

- brush arc losses.

These losses are added to a total, which is called: P e,d [W].

The losses of the machine are calculated by the computer program to produce

nominal power output. Nominal voltage and current are also calculated. The

mechanical losses, mainly caused by frition, require additional torque to prodduce

nominal torque at the shaft of the motor. Thus the nominal torque has to be ~n-

creased with this additional torque to dertermine the electromagnetic torque. I
In reality this means that the armature current is increased to a value slightly

higher than nominal current as calculated in the computer program. The extra

current has not been taken into account. The value of R
A

has been overestimated.

In. formula:

0.5.)

where:

= armature resistance

IR NOM= nominal rotor current

P = total electrical losses [W] at nominal
e,d

power output.

3.3. The mass moment of inertia of the machine.

[Amp]

Figure 3.3. gives a sketch of a hollow ci1inder. The mass moment of inertia

with respect to the length axis of the ci1inder is stated in formula (3.6.).

R2
J M f r 2 dm 0.6.)

where R1

J M = mass moment of inertia [kg m2 ]
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R"R2 = ~nner , outer radius of cilinder

r = radius

dm = infinitesimal p~ece of mass

Figure 3.3.

/

[m]

[m]

[kg]

The p~ece of mass dm can be considered the mass of an infinitesimal thin shell

L [m] and thickness dr:

dm = p L 2TI r dr

where:

p = density of shell

Substitution of (3.7.) in (3.6.) and integration results in:

-3[kg m ]

(3.7.)

(3.8.)

Integrating formula (3.7.) g~ves an equation for the mass of the cilinder. This

substituted in (3.8.) gives a simple expression for the mass moment of inertia

with respect to the length axis:
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where:

m = mass of cilinder

For a massive cilinder R1 1S to be taken zero.

[kg]

(3.9. )

When all the rotor dimensions are known the moment of inertia can be calculated.

(The moment of inertia of spokes on flanges is also easy to derive.) Since the

moment of inertia is not an output of the computer programs and exact calculation

is very time consuming a simple estimation has been made.

It is assumed that the weight of the rotor, except for the sliprings, 1S concen

trated in a hollow cilinder. The sliprings are excluded, because all the dimensions

are known and therefore the mass moment of inertia of the sliprings.

The outer radius of the cilinder is the inner radius of the sliprings. The inner

radius is the outer radius minus twice the rotor bar height. This because of the

fact that the rotor bar support cilinder has a finite thickness and in practice

consists of two cilinders.

The mass moments of inertia of the cilinder and sliprings .can be calculated with 4

fnrmula (3.9.) and added up. Figure 1.12. shows that part of the rotor conductors

are at the same diameter as the sliprings. This would mean that the contribution

of the rotor conductors to the moment of inertia is estimated too low.

The masses of the flanges, bearing and extension shaft are concentrated 1n the

described cilinder. This contribution overestimates the moment of intertia and

compensates for the underestimated contribution.

3.4. The armature inductance.

The determination of the armature inductance would require difficult

field calculations which would be very time consuming.

Again an estimation for the armature inductance has been made. The inductance

calculations are for a substituting system; the formulas used are Grover's [3]

Figure f..l0.. shows the rotor and stator for an one-stage machine.

In this drawing the brush arcs are left out. Figure 3.4. shows a front view of a

four-stage machine with brush arcs. It also shows where the stator bars are situated.

A substituting configuration is formed in figure 3.5. The rotor bars are concen

trated in one cilindrical bar, which has the same crossectional area as the rotor
bars together.
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0=.~
Figure 3.4.

A :BRUSH ARC

B:BRUSH

C :STATOR BAR

The stator bars are concentrated in two cilindrical bars (left, the left stator

bar stack; right the right stator bar stack). The area of one cilindrical stator

bar is half the area of the rotor cilindrical bar. The rotor and stator bars are

linked with cilindrical bars with the same area as that of a stator bar.

The centre of the rotor cilindrical bar is the centre of the rotor.

The rotor bar carries the full current in one direction, the stator bars carry half

the current in the other direction. The current densities of rotor and stator bar

are therefore the same in this configuration and equal the current density in an

actual rotor or stator bar. The current directions are also shown in figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5.

For this configuration the inductance ~s calculated. The configuration appears

half as much as the number of stages, because one configuration involves two stages.

In the real machine the magnetic coupling between rotor bars etc. is in open air

and therefore weak. The total armature inductance is calculated by multiplying
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the inductance of one configuration with the number of the configurations to

the power of square root two. This because of the weak coupling. This is a rule

of thumb used by I.R.D.

Figure 3.6. gives a simplification, with respect to the inductance calculations

of figure 3.5.

c

Figure 3.6.

The current starts at the front of the rotor bar and at the end it splits up.

Through two equal parts it goes back to the front of the rotor bar. For this

configuration a few equations can be made. The numbers refer to the numbers given

to the bars in figure 3.5.

The equations are:

di Z di
3

di
Z

+ M1Z --- - M --- + ZM46 ---dt +dt Z3 dt

di
3

di
3

M67 dt + M65 dt

i
1 = i

Z
+i

3 diZ di
3 1 di 1}-dt = --- = 2: dtdt

i Z = i 3

di 1 0.13.) U =
di 1 diZ di

3uAC = L"dt L1 dt +M ---+ M13 dtAB 12 dt

0.11.)

O.lZ.)

0.14.)

M·· stands for the mutual inductance between bar i and J. The s~gn of this mutual
~J

inductance depends upon the directions of the currents in the bars. If the

directions are the same the sign is negative, otherwise positive. The directions

follow from figure 3.5. Because the angle between the bars equals 90 0 it can be

stated that:
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(3. 15. )

The inductance M46 equals M64 etc •. For- UEC fa Hawing the other path a similar

equation can be made but only one of the equations for UBC is needed.

Combining (3. 10. ), (3. 11 .), (3. 12. ), (3. 13.) and (3. 14. ) results in:

considering that M
12

= M
13

•

The formulas for L i and M ij are according to Grover [3].

The inductances are in [VH] and dimensions ~n [cm]. They are valid for cilindrical

bars.

where:

r 21. 31
L. = 0.002 1 LIn(-~) --J
~ Pi 4

1. = length of bar
~

(3.17.)

P. = diameter of bar
~

,r-- ~

1 V 1
2 ! d2

Mrj = 0.002 l(ln(-+ 1 + F) - V (1+12)+ ~)d
where:

1 = length of bars (li=lj)

d = distance between centres of bars.

or

(3.18)

M q = O. 00 1. 1. S (3. 19 . )

where: S is a function of the angle between the bars which have to meet in a

certain point. The value of S is according to lit. [3].

Equation (3.18.) is valid for two parallel bars.

For the mutual inductance M47 and M
65

no formula has been found. These induc

tances must be very low because of the angle between these bars and the distance

between them. In the actual calculations M
47

and M
65

are neglected.
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+

+

The lengths of the connecting bars (4, 5, 6 and 7) is as follows:

14 5 6 7 = slipring outer radius +, , ,
brush height

radial depth of the brush arc

clearance between brush arc and stator

bar (radial) +

half the stator bar width (3.20.)
For the brush height and clearance have been taken 1 and 5 cm respectively.

The length of the connection bars is the distance between the rotor and

stator cilindrical bar. The distance between the rotor cilindrical bar and the

surface where the stator bar stacks are placed on, is the slipring outer radius.

The distance between the stator cilindrical bars can now be calculated.

The length of the stator and rotor cilindrical bars is the average rotor bar

length as defined in chapter 1.

The inductance calculations, as described, are rather simple and mayor may not

be quite accurate. This needs further investigation.
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4. A selection of machine design results and some design tendencies.

4.1. Results.

With the aid of the computer programs a few machine designs have been

made. The purpose was to replace the electric machines of slabbing mill 3 at

Hoogovens by superconducting machines. In the existing system the drive of one

horizontal roll consists of two machines. These two machines can easily be

replaced by one superconducting machine with the same nominal power and speed

as the two machines combined. The dimensions of the s.c. machine stay within

reasonable limits. Whether it is useful or not to replace the existing machines

is not the issue in this chapter.

The designing has been concentrated on the horizontal machines. For these

machines two design directions have been chosen:
a) with available space in existing mill, desi~n of a machine with the best

possible effiency, and

cr) design of a machine with a low mass moment of inertia.

Appendix 1 ~s an example of the computer in- and output for the armature and

refrigeration plant calculations. Table 4.1. gives a selection of the best

machine results. In total sixteen machine designs have been made and nine field

system calculations (of which appendix 2 ~s an example).

r-------------------------------------.,
PNOM 0 5.16MW NNOM = 30 R.P.M. (horizontal)

NR O.D. J M LR ~ Q PCOMPR
¢ UA IA n

m kg m2 j.lH m % kW Wb V kA -
x 104

If--------------------------------------I
1. 2.4 3.386 71.7 1.67 89.37 86.4 16.37 294.66 17.51 36

II 2.7 4.910 75.6 1. 27 91.2 104.5 20.183 302.75 17.044 30

IlIA 3.0 6.852 48.2 1.04 93.13 120.4 24.513 306.41 16.84 25

IIIB 3.0 6.766 68.3 1.746 93.00 120.4 24.513 392.208 13. 1563 32

PNOM = 4.05 MW NNOM = 50 R.P.M. (vertical)

IV 2.4 2.639 55.8 1. 162 93.54 86.3 17.5 306.25 12.2245 21

Table 4.1.
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The symbols ~n this table have the following meaning:

O.D. = outer diameter of slipring

J M = mass moment of inertia of the rotor of the machine

LR = armature inductance

~ = armature resistance

n = motor internal efficiency

P = compressor power inputcompr

¢ = flux

UA = armature voltage

I A = armature current

n = number of stages

Only the machine with the best efficiency for a certain slipring diameter has been

represented in table 4.1.

4.2. Design tendencies.

A few conclusions can be drawn from table 4.1.:

- a bigger slipring diameter results ~n a better motor internal efficiency

and a bigger mass moment of inertia for a given nominal power output and

nominal speed.

- the efficiency var~es little when changing the number of stages (compare IlIA

with IIIB).

- comparing I with IV results in the conclusion that the higher the nominal

speed the better the efficiency and the lower the mass moment of inertia.

- L, ~, UA and I A are a function of the number of stages.

As can be seen from appendix 1 the motor losses are mainly electrical losses

and most of the losses are a result of slipring losses.

The mass moment of inertia. the electrical losses, the flux and the compressor

input power are all functions of the slipring diameter.

The armature resistance, voltage and current are functions of the slipring

diameter and the number of stages. The relations between slipring diameter and

number of stages and the other variables will be described in the following.
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The slipring span, slipring radial depth and rotor (stator) bar length are

for the compared machines (I, II, IIA and lIB) approximately the same. Under

these assumptions the relations have been derived.

- mass moment of inertia versus slipring diameter.

The total crosssection of rotor bars is:

where:

~ = total rotor bar cross section

(4.1.)

D = slipring diameter

OR = rotor bar height (rotor slot depth)

f = conductor circumferential factor

The mass of the rotor bars can be calculated from:

where

~ = rotor bar mass

PR = conductor density

lR = average rotor bar length

The slipring weight 1S:

MSL = p-TI-D-O -IS SPAN

where

Os = slipring radial depth

lSPAN = slipring span

The rotor steel mass is:

[m]

[m]

[-]

(4.2.)

[kg1

[kg/m3 ]

[m]

I
I

[kg] (4.3.)

lm]

[m]

1-f
= P -L---lST -"R f R-

where

= rotor steel density

[kg]

-3[kg m ]

(4.4.)

From these three equations it follows that the mass of the rotor is proportional

to the slipring diameter. This combined with equation (3.9.) gives: J :: D3.
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This relation is only valid when machines with the same nominal power and speed

are compared.

- The armature resistance.

The electrical losses are mainly caused by the slipring losses. Therefore the

armature resistance is for a great deal determined by the slipring resistance.

For this resistance a function of the slipring diameter and number of stages

can be determined.

For a straight conductor with length 1 [m] and crosssection A [m2 ] the resistance

is:

R
1 (n] (4.5.)= p e_

e A
where:

0 = conductor resistivity (nem]
e

The lengths and cross sections of the current paths (brushes - slipring - rotor

bar) are not easy to calculate. The length of the current path is proportional

to the slipring circumference and of course the number of stages.

The crosssection of one slipring is:

A = (4.6.)

The resistance is proportional to slipring diameter and the number of stages

to the power two:

(4.7.)

This formula makes it possible to compare two machines with each other.

For instance machine I and II can be compared:

RI/RII calculates = 1.31

RI/RII estimated - D n2 /D n2 - 1 28- I I II II - .

Formula (4.7.) points out the tendency of the armature resistance with respect

to slipring diameter and number of stages.
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- The electrical losses.

The electrical losses are according to:

Pe,d = ~.IRNOM (see also 0.5.)) [ w] (4.8.)

The armature current follows from:

where

[loll (4.9.)

v
s

= ~·N = stage voltage [v] (4.10.)

The stage voltage is proportional to the average flux, which is proportional

to the slipring diameter to the power of two for a coil.

(~ :: A and A = "!!: D2)
4

It now follows that the armature current is inversely proportional to the number

of stages and slipring diameter to the power of two.

Combined with (4.9:) gives:

p2
NOM

'TTD3
[~~J . (4.11.)

When the horizontal machines are compared with the vertical machine formula (4.11.)

changes into:

P
e,d (

PNOM\2
:: -N-)· [wl (4.12.)

As mentioned earlier the biggest part of the losses ~s caused by the electrical

losses. In contradiction with the electrical losses the mechanical losses are a

function of the number of stages.

Appendix 1 shows this. Because of the

mechanical losses to the total losses,

influenced by the number of stages.

relatively small contribution of the

the motor internal efficiency ~s hardly

Comparing machines IlIA and B indicates this. It also indicates that the total

losses increase when the number of stages is increased. This tendency occured

also in the machine designs not represented in this report.
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From (4.11.) or (4.12.) it follows that the electrical losses are related to

the slipring diameter. The relation between slioring diameter and efficiency

can be determined by substituting the formula for the losses into the definition

of the efficiency:

P
NOMn = -::---~;;.;;....-

P +PNOM losses
[-] (4.13.)

The formulas (4.11.) or (4.12.) are not suitable to substitute. Therefore, the

influence of the slipring diameter on the efficiency can only be considered

through the (electrical) losses.

- The compressor input power.

The area through which there is a heat flow (in the cryostat) 1S linear

related to the slipring diameter, when the radial depth of the coils is kept

constant. Around the coils we can assume an inner and outer cilinder with inner

and outer radius of the coils and length of the coil system. The area can now

fre calculated from:

AeRY = TID -I +TI(D -28)1 + 2-!(D2 -(D -28 )2) =C.o cc.o c c 4 c.O c.o c

= 2TID -(I +8 ) - 8 (1 + 8 ) 2TI (4.14.)c.o c c c c c
where:

AeRY = area of assumed casing of the coils [m2]

D = outer diameter of coils [m]c.o

1 = length of coil system [m]c

8 = radial depth of coils [m]c

For all these machines the difference between the slipring diameter and the

outer coil diameter is constant.

From the equations in chapter 1 it is clear that the power needed to cool the

system linearly related to the area through which there is a heat flow. So

the compressor input power should be linearly related to the slipring diameter.

The formula derived above is not accurate enough to compare the different machines.

However, it indicates a relation between the compressor input power and the

slipring diameter.
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The tendencies derived in this chapter are quite suitable to compare machines

with the same power and speed. More machine design results are needed to check

these tendencies further. It might be possible that more machine parameters

should be taken into account.

In general terms it is quite easy to explain why a machine with a larger slipring

diameter and coil diameter should have a better efficiency. Increasing the

slipring diameter means increasing the flux and therefore, the armature voltage.

The armature current density is decreasing as a result of this. The space where

rotor bars can be placed increases as well and this again results ~n a lower

current density. Because of the lower current density the electrical losses are

decreasing. More flux means that less stages are required.

The total mechanical losses of the sliprings get lower (see IlIA and B).

The total losses are decreased when a larger machine is used.
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5. Conclusions on the comparison of machine parameters and operation

of a superconducting machine with a conventional D.C. machine.

5.1. Introduction.

This chapter deals with a comparison of machine parameters of the machines

represented in figures ~n chapter four with some parameters of the machines which

are used in slabbing mill three of Hoogovens IJmuiden. This chapter does not

abswer the questions whether it ~s useful or not to replace conventional D.C.

machines by homopolar superconducting drum machines in a slabbing mill or

similar systems.

The information gathered ~n chapter three is necessary to perform a study of the

complete system of a slabbing mill. From such a study conclusions can be drawn

on the feasibility of superconducting machines in a slabbing mill.

5.2. A comparison of some machine parameters.

In the following table a few machine parameters of the horizontal and

vertical drive of the existing slabbing mill are put together. The horizontal

drive of one roll consists of two motors. This should be taken into consideration.

Comparison of table 4.1. and 5.1. leads to a few conclusions.

As could be expected, it is possible to design a superconducting homopolar

D.C. drum machine with a much lower mass moment of inertia for a certain power

output. The armature inductance and resistance are both about a factor ten

smaller for a superconducting machine. This means that the time constant of the

armature:

[sec] (5. 1. )

does not vary a lot.

The motor internal efficiency can be improved quite easily. However, the field

system of a superconducting machine requires much more power. Comparing the

vertical machines shows this quite clearly. Table 5.2. shows the total motor

efficiencies of the superconducting and conventional machines. In both cases the

power requirement for cooling the armatures is neglected.
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PNOM = 2,58 MW NNOM = 30 RPM horizontal

ROTOR J M LA RA n Pfield UA I A
O.D.

[m] [kgm2 ] [mH] [mS"2] [%] [kW] [V] [kA]

1.65 3.95 0.803 12.76 89.7 29.8 625 4.18
x 10 4

PNOM = 4.05 MW NNOM = 50 RPM vertical

1.80 3.92 0.628 12.62 92.6 20.0 984 4.16
x 104

Table 5.1.

Superconducting machines Conventional machines

horizontal

nr nTOT nTOT (lN2) nTOT

[%] [%] [%]

I 88.05 88.05

II 89.55 90.09 88.78

IlIA 91 .14 91.80

IIIB 91.03 91 .67

vertical

I IV 91. 71 92.31 92.35
I

Table 5.2.
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When in a Claude cycle (chapter 1) pre-cooling with liquid nitrogen is used, the

compressor power can be reduced with approximately 33 percent. The total motor

efficiencies with nitrogen pre-cooling are also shown in table 5.2.

The total efficiency of the vertical superconducting machine is lower than its

conventional counterpart. According to paragraph 4.2. it ~s possible to improve I

the motor internal efficiency by increasing the slipring diameter. Although the

compressor input power increases as well the total motor efficiency can be

improved.

Only a few designs have been made for each slipring diameter. It should be possible

to design better field systems, which produce higher useful fluxes. This means that

the armature voltages are increased and therefore the armature currents and current

densities are reduced. As a result the motor internal efficiencies are improved.

5.3. The differences between a conventional and a superconducting

homopolar machine in operation.

The excitation systems of a superconducting machine is completely different

from that of a conventional D.C. machine. The field system ~s placed ~n a cryostat

to which no forces are applied. This means that no fatigue problems can occur and

the life of the cryostat is virtually endless. The cryostat barely needs

maintenance. I
i

The helium liquefied installation is a closed system to which aga~n no forces are

applied. It needs regular checking, but again notmuohmaintenance according to I.R.D.

The cryostat has been designed to maintain the superconducting state of the field

windings for about 24 hours without liquid helium supply. In case of a liquefier

break-down it ~s not necessary to stop the machine immediately.

The liquefaction of helium is a cryogne technique. In steel mills these techniques

are used to produce pure oxygen from a~r. The maintenance of a helium liquefier

installation would, in the case of a steel mill, not require extra man power.

In a superconducting homopolar machine a lot of brushes are needed because of

the substantial armature currents. However, the life of a brush can be over four

years and because of the brush arc construction it is quite easy to replace a set

of brushes. So from a maintenance point of view the increased number of brushes

(compared to a conventional machine) ~s not an objection. The brushes must be

placed in a humidified inert gas which circulates in a closed system and removes

the brush debris. This brush debris removal needs regular checking and cleaning

of the filters. Also for a conventional D.C. machine this brush debris removal

system is an improvement.
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Although the use of a superconducting homopolar machine does require a few extra

systems, there should not be, according to I.R.D., much difference in the life

and operation of this kind of machine compared with a conventional D.C. machine.
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6. A three-phase bridge convertor and its influence on the

steady-state performance of a D.C. machine.

6.1. Introduction.

In the next paragraphs a description will be given of a three-phase bridge

convertor. Since this type of convertor has been used in the existing mill drive

as a voltage source, it will be used for the superconducting machine as well.

Attention will be paid to a model of this type of convertor, which can be used ~n

a computor simulation of the drive and the speed control.

The base circuit for the description of the convertor contains an inductor (L ~n
g

figure 6.2.) in the direct current part of the circuit. Figure 6.1. shows the

circuit of the bridge convertor, which is used as the voltage source for the rotor

in the existing drive. There is no extra inductor in the direct-current circuit.

In paragraph 6.4. the steady-state behaviour of the machine with the convector is

considered in the case that the commutation in the convertor is neglected. This

has been done to investigate whether the extra inductance is needed or not.

Figure 6.1.

(The inductances are so called ~~ inductances).
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6.2. A short description of the convertor.

The description of this type of convertor will be given with the aid of

figure 6.2. Only the operation as a rectifier is considered.

Figure 6.2.

There a three voltage sources u~, ~ and U
c

and a direct voltage source Ud •

The a.c. voltages can be expressed as:

u = a cos (r2t)
a

(6.1.)

a 2 (6.2.)
~

= cos (r2t--TI)
3

a 4 (6.3.)u = cos G1t--TI)
C 3

-1
where w [rad s ] is a constant angular frequency and a [v] is a constant

amplitude. The inductances L are taken zero in this paragraph.
c

Figure 6.3. shows the voltages ua ' u
b

' U
c

and the coupled voltages (uab etc.),

the sequential order of triggering of the thyristors, the current i (figure 6.2.)
g

and for one phase the a.c. current and its fundamental harmonic component. In this

figure there is a continuous flow of the direct current i assumed. The ripple
g

on the direct current has been neglected in figure 6.3e. f.or the sake of clearness.

After each i rad. (electric angle) a thyristor is fired. Because of the symmetry

of the circuit and the currents c.q. voltages it is sufficient to consider one

interval of j rad to describe the convertor in the steady-state.

In the case where all the thyristors are triggered continuously and the current 1
g

has a constant positive (according to figure 6.2.) value, a thyristor can turn

on when the voltage over this thyristor has a positive sign. For example T1 would

not turn on until u has the same positive value as u . From this moment the
a c

delay angle a is measured, which means that a=O when u =u . At this moment the
a c
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a

b

c

~
I I 7r/3 I 27rt3. I I I I

---·_-Ot

~Ot

d
-~r-+--f-"Vi'"'+---t--t-~t---====~> 0 t

-19

-----::..,.~Ot

- -Ig

Figure 6.3.
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angle nt

on when:

IT
equals -3 as follows from equation (6.1.) and 6.3.). Thyristor T

1
turns

ITQt=a-3; T
6

turns on when: Qt=a, so that the interval

[rad] (6.4. )

1
is sufficient to describe the behaviour of the convertor. When a < ilT the convertor

operates as an invertor.

The state of zero indictance of L and an ideal thyristor implies that the transfer
c

of the current from one thyristor to another takes place instantaneously. As a

result there are always only two thyristors conducting, when there is a current ~ .
g

In the considered interval (6.4.) the thyristors are T
1

and T
4

. For this interval

the circuit of figure 6.2. can be simplified, which is shown in figure 6.4. The

resistance is neglected.

L i"'-I

"f,'

u~) ( )Ud

~;,
I'l

Figure 6.4.

The voltage u
ab

follows from (6.1.) and (6.3.):

uab = /3 u cos (Qt+~) (6.5.)

(6.6.)

that the integral

~ ~n figure 6.3b,

From figure 6.4. it is clear that, when the voltage u
ab

is at least larger then

TId' the thyristors T
t

and T
4

can conduct.

In the considered interval the following differential equation can be used:

di
u -U = L ---z.

ab d gdt

As long as uab-Ud>O, (vertical shading in figure 6.3b), the current ~g increases

and it decreases, when uab-Ud<O, corresponding with the horizontal shading in the

same figure.
ITIn steady-state the current ~ at ~t=a-- equals the current ~ at ~t=a. This means

g 3 g
of uab-U

d
over the conduction interval of a pair of thyristors,

1 . C" IT d' dequa s zero. The ~nterval s can be up to 3 ra ~n a stea y-state
ITsituation. When ~ is less then 3 rad there ~s an intermittent flow of direct
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'ITcurrent, when it equals 3 rad there is a continuous flow of the direct current.

In this last case the equation:

a

~ (u b-Ud)d(~t)=O
'IT a

a--
3

(6.7.)

313 ....= -- u cos a
'IT

determines the mean value of the voltage u ~n figure 6.2.:
g

(6.8.)

The voltage Ug1 equals Ud. Equation (6.8.) is valid for: 0 ~ a < 'IT.

Since the resistance and the commutation inductances are neglected the direct

current ~ can not be determined in a steady-state situation. In the case that
g

the coefficient of self-inductance L is infinitely large the current i is a
g g

constant direct current.

The triggering pulses for the thyristors can be short or long. When the voltage

over a thyristor has the right s~gn only a short pulse is sufficient to turn on
2the thyristor. A long pulse (e. g. 3 'IT rad) can offer advantages .as describes ~n

lit. [4] or [5]. In continuous flow operation mode a short or a long pulse does

not make a difference.

6.3. The commutation ~n the convertor.

The commutation in the bridge convertor does not take place instantanuously,

even with an ideal thyristor, because of the inductances Lc ~n figure 6.2., which I

are in practice never zero. The inductance L is mainly caused by the leakage
c

inductance of the transformer, see lit. [4].

The transfer of the direct current from thyristor T
S

in figure 6.2. to T1 will

be described. It is assumed that the current i is a constant direct current, so I
g

r

Figure 6.5.

i =1 , and resistance ~s still neglected.
g g 'IT. ••

At ~t=a.-3 thyr~stor T1 ~s tr~ggered T
S

- T
4

were conducting, so the current has to

transfer from T
S

to T
1

. There are three thyristors involved so figure 6.2. can be

simplified to figure 6.5.
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During commutation the following relations assuming I ~s a constant directg
current, are valid:

~ +i = I = -i
a c g b

di di
u = L~- L--.....£.+ u

a c dt c dt c

di
au = u -~-L-g a cdt

(6.9.)

(6.10.)

(6.11.)

Considering that ia=O at nt=a-~ and I
g

is constant the following expressions

can be derived from (6.9.), (6.10.) and 6.11.) during commutation:

l3a { ex. - cos(Qt+})} (6.12.)
~ = 2r2L cosa c

~ = I -i (6.13.)
c g a

3... 1T (6.14.)u = iU cos Wt+-)
g 3

The commutation ends, when i becomes zero. The time used for the commutation
c

can be expressed in an electric angle, which is called the angle of overlap ~[rad].
1T

From (6.12.) and (6.13.) it follows that when nt=a.-3+~ the following equation is

valid:

cos ex. - cos(ex.+~) =
2r2L I

c g
173a (6.15.)

After the commutation the expressions (6.12.), (6.13.) and (6.14.) change into:

i = -~b = I
a g

i = 0
c

l3a 1T
u = cos (r2t+6)

g

(6.16.)

(6.17.)

(6.18.)

can be calculated. It follows from:As ~n paragraph 6.2. the

ex.

Ug = ~ / 1Tu g d(S1t)

ex.-'3

average
1T

ex.:-3+~

= j u
1T g

ex.--
3

value of ug

d(i1d + f u
1T g

ex.--+~
3

d(Ut) (6.19.)
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The equations (6.14.) and (6.18.) substituted 1n (6.19.) gives:

ugo
3/3 - 3 n I= -- u cos a - - o,L

TI TI c g
(6.20.)

Based on equation (6.20.) the circuit of the convertor for the mean values of the

current and the voltage can be as shown in figure 6.6.

3
iT'JJLc 19

~/",,,"4__CJ_f-_~==~~
Figure 6.6.

The same model for the convertor as shown in figure 6.6. has been used in the

computer simulation of the speed control of the motors. It is assumed that the

change of the direct current as a result of a change in the delay angle goes via

quasi-steady-state conditions. This is allowed according to literature [6]. The

inductance L in figure 6.2. contains the inductance of the armature and the
g

commutation inductances of two phases.

The resistance in figure 6.6. in which no power 1S dissipated, 1S related to the

short circuit voltage of the transformer:

(6.21 •)

(6.22.)
I

and I NOM
for the

d
x

I NOM

__3/3'_3_u •3-r2L
TI c

with

where ~ is the procentual short circuit voltage of the transformer [-]

is the nominal current of the transformer. The factor 0.5 is only valid

three phase bridge circuit. The equations (6.21.) and (6.22.) are according to

literature [6].

The phase difference between the fundamental component of a phase current and

the corresponding phase voltage ~, equals the delay angle a in the case that the

angle of overlap ~ equals zero. This has been derived in literature [4].

Figure 6.3e shows the phase difference. When the angle of overlap is not zero,

the phase difference ~1 is increased; however, there is no simple relationship

between ~1 and a and ~. Because of the phase difference ~1 the convertor absorbs

reactive power. To minimize this absorbtion it is best to keep a as low as possible
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~n the rectifier mode.

Also ~ must be minimized, by decreasing the inductance L as follows from equation
c

(6.15.). An increase of the inductance L reduces the amplitudes of harmonics of
c

a phase current, which can be an advantage. No further attention ~s paid to this

aspect (see literature [5]).

When de delay angle a is changed the moment of triggering of the next thyristor

~s changed. So not earlier when the next pair of thyristors is conducting there

is an influence on the voltage of the convertor. This means a delay. The maximum

length of this delay in angular measure is ~, which can easily be concluded from

figure 6.3. Usually the mean value of this delay is taken so:

1
= 12£ [sec] (6.23.)

where TD is the delay time and f ~s the frequency of the phase voltages.

In the model of the bridge convertor the ohmic resistance of the thyristor is

taken into account by putting an extra resistance in series with the circuit shown

in figure 6.6. In reality the description of a thyristor is more complicated,

see literature [4].

6.4. The steady-state performance of a D.C. machine with

a three-phase bridge convertor.

In this paragraph the steady-state behaviour of the current i and the
g

angular velocity of the rotor of a D.C. machine in a constant field is considered.

The influence of the commutation is neglected. The considered interval is again
ITthat of paragraph 6.2.: a-3<nt<a.

Figure 6.7. shows the considered circuit.

+

Figure 6.7.
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In this case the inductance L
R

does not include the commutation inductances. For

the electromagnetic torque and the motor e.m.f. the following equations are used:

[Nm]

[v]

(6.24.)

(6.25.)

where G[H] is the machine constant according to literature [7] I 1S the field
s

current [A], i the armature current and w is the angular velocity of the rotor
g

1n [rad/sec]. Instead of GoI the term co¢/2TI is often used where ¢ is the useful
s

flux developed by the stator of the machine. The factor c is determined by the

construction of the machine. In case of a superconducting homopolar drum machine

the factor c equals the number of stages of the machine, see equations (4.9.) and

(4.10.). It 1S now clear that

(6.26.)

In this paragraph it 1S assumed that the machine has to produce nominal torque

(TNOM) at nominal speed (wNOM). This determines the mean values of i g and w. The

equation of motion is, when the load is directly applied to the machine and

friction 1S neglected:

and the voltage equation is:

di
uab-uROT = Rig+LR'~

Substituting (6.24.) 1n (6.27.):

(see 0.1.))

(see 0.3.))

(6.27.)

(6.28.)

1
g

dw + TLOAD
dt GoI

s
(6.29.)

In steady state the following conditions are valid:

a) w is a continuous, periodic function of Qt and

b) 1 1S a continuous periodic function of Qt.
g
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In both cases the period is 3 rad. Condition a) implies:

w(nt=a-~) = w(nt=a)

and b) implies:

i (nt=a-~) = ~ (nt=a)
g 3 g

Condition (6.30.) combines with equation (6.28) states that

The mean values of w and ~g are now: wNOM and

TNOM-cr- respectively where TLOAD = TNOM ·
s

7T
The average of equation (6.27.) over 3 rad determines the delay angle a:

3 ~3 TNOMY A R
~ u cos a - GIs wNOM = -cr- .

s

Substituting (6.25.) and (6.29.) in equation (6.28.) gives the differential

equation, which determines w as a function of time:

u =~ d2 w + R:
J

-t1 dw + GI w+R:I NOM
ab GI dt 2 GI dt s GI

s s s

In appendix 3 is stated how the differential equation has been solved.

From this appendix it follows that:

With equation (6.29.) i as a function of time can be found:
g t

J H /30:. 7T -T c 1
i = GI .{-~ s~n(nt+a~6)+e {(- ~ +GC2)cos Gt+

g s

(6.30.)

I

(6.31.)

(6.32. )

(6.33.)

(6.34.)

(6.35.)

c?
(-c G- ~)sin Gt}}

1 T

TNOM
+-

GIs
(6.36.)

The constant factors are defined in appendix 3.
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When the machine and convertor parameters are known, the minima and max~ma of

~ and w can be calculated.
g

For the conventional (borizontal) machines and superconducting machines (I, II

and IlIA of table 4.1.) these values are determined. The machine parameters

are according to chapters 4 and 5, the convertor parameters are derived in

appendix 4.

The resistance R in figure 6.7. includes the ohmic resistance of the bridge

convertor, but not the resistance of figure 6.6., since the commutation is

supposed to be instantaneously. '

The superconducting machines have all the same nominal speed and torque, so that

the machines produce the same nominal power output. The conventional machine has

the nominal torque of the superconducting machines divided by two, because there

are two conventional machines used to produce the nominal power output of the

superconducting machines.

In the following table the m~n~mum and maximum variations of ~ and ware giveng
as a percentage of the nominal values.

Superconducting Machines 6TNOM=1.643·10 Nm .
I J H L. R wMIN w

MAX
i gMIN i

gMAX

[kgm2 ] [~H] [mQ] [%] [%] [%] [%]

x 104 I

3.386 71. 72 1.722 0.022 0.023 4.40 2.35

4.91 75.64 1.322 0.016 0.017 4.85 2.54

I 6.852 48.2 1.092 0.020 0.021 8.12 4.21
i ! I i !I

Conventional Machine 6TNOM=0.8215.10 Nm

1 1895.2 ! I i I

I3.95 12.968 0.011 I 0.012 5.24 I 2.60
I I

Table 6.1.
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In figures 6.8. ad dnd 6.9. the current ~ and the angular speed of the motor w
g

with J x=6.852 e 104 [kgmz] are shown as a function of time.

At t=O the conduction interval of thyristor pair T1-T
4

starts .

••II...

I...

I

-
/ '"/ \

/ \
/ \

V \

/ \
/ \

/ \

...... ...... • •••,. • ...,. • ...28 ....as ...... • ...........
T(81

Figure 6.8.
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\ /
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T(51

~ J".1IS284 u..""'......A...
~

,;

N..
'"
I..

•l'C..

Figure 6.9.

Although figure 6.9. gives another impression, because of the scale, the variations

of the angular speed Ware neglectable, which is shown ~n table 6.1. This means
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that the differential equation (6.28) could have been simplified by assuming that

uROT is constant.

For nominal speed and torque the variations ~n i for the s.c. machine are
g

acceptable compared with the variations in i of the conventional machines.
g

The variations in i can be influenced by the convertor parameters and the rotor
g

inductance and resistance. Since the motor e.m.f. hardly changes, the influence

of a change of the mass moment of inertia of the rotor is very small as long as

the assumption that uROT is constant is valid.

In the model used in the computor simulation the variations in ~ as calculated
g

here are neglected. Although these variations can be up to a few percent of the

nominal current, the influence on the angular speed of the rotor is very small.

This means that the model (of figure 6.6.) used here ~s suitable in the simulation

of the drive with speed control.
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7. The mechanical part of a model for the torsional

dynamics of a slabbing mill.

7.1. Introduction.

Of a slabbing mill and its drive a model can be defined, which describes

the torsional dynamic behaviour. The model developed during this master's thesis

project can be divided into three major parts:

- calculation of the required torque on the rolls for a g~ven reduction of

a given slab,

- discription of the mechanical part of the dynamic model and

- a description of the drive.

The first two parts will be discussed ~n this chapter. Chapter 8. takes the

third part as well as the synthesis to a complete model into consideration.

This model can be translated into a computer program. The computer model is

~n a system simulating language, which can make this translation easy ~n some

cases.

The tree parts of the model are not restricted to a slabbing mill, so for

aimilar processes, for example hot-rolling of sheets, the same parts can be used.

During most passes the vertical and horizontal rolls are operating simultaneously,

which implies that a good speed adjustment between the vertical and horizontal

rolls is required. For the model it implies that the coupling between vertical

and horizontal stands, caused by the slab has to be described.

7.2. The required torque on the rolls.

The purpose of this part of the model ~s to find a relatively easy way I
to predict the torque on the rolls for a given reduction on a given slab. The

results of this model are ~n good agreement with measurements done at Hoogovens.

A still beter model could be made by using the finite element method. However,

such a model could not be implemented in the simulation language used to

describe the complete model, so a second computer program would be needed.

Another argument for not using the finite element method is, that it would be

outside the scope of this project.

The determination of the rolling power has been done by using the upper-limit
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proposition according to literature [8]. The torque on one roll can be calculated

with:

J*T =-
R Zw

[Nm] (7.1.)

where T
R

1S the rolling torque, J* the rolling power [W] and w is the angular
-1

speed of the roll [rad s ].

Figure 7.1. shows half of the slab during the rolling proces.

\/,---./

II,

• ct.

'.

Figure 7.1.

The index 1 indicates the parameters before the reduction and index Z after

the reduction. The heights are indicated by h, the widths by b and the linear

speed bij v. The radius of the roll is r
W

'

The following assumptions are made:

the diameters of the rolls and the angular speeds are the same for one pair

of rolls;

- the rolling process 1S in a steady-state, so v
1

' Vz and w remain constant;

- the roll diameter is such that the contact surface between the roll and the

slab can be considered as a plane;

- the width of the slab remains constant during the rolling proces;

- there is a uniform distribution of the stress on a surface perpendicular to

the rolling direction in figure 7.1. indicated by v
1

and v
2

;

the density of the material of the slab remains constant during rolling;

- the material of the slab is supposed to be ideally stiff plastic material and

- linear displacement and bending of the rolls is left out of consideration.
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Figure 7.2. shows the relation between the strain (E) and de stress (0) of an

ideally stiff plastic material during a tensile test. The stress 0 is thevo
flow stress of the material.

With these assumptions a field of strain velocities, which has to fulfill the

kinematic conditions, can be chosen. For this field the rolling power can be

calculated. The power calculated in this way is an upper limit for the actual

power for the real field of strain velocities under the same assumptions as

stated above.

The first law of thermodynamics can be stated as:

dU = dQ + dW (7.2.)

where dQ is the heat supplied to a system, dU is the internal energy of a

system and dW is the work supplied to a system.

For plastic deformation processes it is assumed that these processes are

isotherm, which means that the internal energy of the system (dU) can be

considered as constant. The first law learns that ~n this case the work supplied

to the system (the slab) ~s completely dissipated ~n heat (dQ).

The second law can be stated as:

TdS :s dQ (7.3.)

where T is temperature and dS 1S the change of entropy.

Since the temperature remains constant during the process the heat dQ can be

considered as an upper limit of the change of the entropy of the system. A

system has a tendency to maximum entropy, which means a minimum of the change

of entropy dS. This implies that the minimum of dQ correspondends with the most

propable state of the system.
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Because of the fact that the process is assumed to be in steady-state, the

rolling power calculated is linearly related to the work (or heat) supplied

to the system. Optimizing the calculated rolling power must mean minimizing

because of the tendency to a minimum of dQ as explained above. This indicates why

the ~roposition is called the upper-limit proposition.

The rolling power consists of three parts:

- the power used for deformation;

- the power supplied through surfaces where the stresses are~dictated and

- the power dissipated by the process on surfaces where a discontinuity in

the strain velocities occurs.

These parts are discussed briefly ~n the following alineas. The actual calcu

lations are shown in the master's thesis of M.J. Verkuijlen, literature [9].

The deformation power ~s the integral over the deformed zone of the specific

deformation power:

(7.4.)[w]dV-cr-€J~ = f
V

* -2 ~where J D ~s the deformation power, a.the effective stress [N m ] and € ~s the

effective deformation speed [sec -1]. The variable ~ can be calculated when the

field of strain velocities has been chosen. The effective stress equals the

flow stress of the material cr [N m-2
], which is dependent on the temperature

vo
of the slab, see literature [9].

The field of strain velocities chosen here is quite simple to derive. The

linear speed at place x in figure 7.1. follows from the assumptions that the

volume and width remain constant.

SQ: v-h-b =v-h-b
1 1 1 x x 1

(7.5.)

The hight of the slab at place x can be derived from figure 7.1.

h = h -2x - tan a'x 1
(7.6.)

The linear speed is now:

v
x

h
1

= -;----;;:-----. - Vh 1-2x tan a' 1
(7.7.)
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Differentation of the linear speed v gives the strain velocity in the
x

direction of x:

ov Zh
1
tan a'

E: x = '"T.""--:::-----;-~
xx = ox (h

1
-Zx tan a')2 • v

1
0.8.)

Volume invariation determines, together with the assumption that there is

a constant width, the strain velocity in the direction of y:

E +E +E =0
xx yy zz

and

E =0zz

This means:

E =-E
yy xx

0.9.)

0.10.)

/7.11.)

The linear speed in the direction of y can be determined from this strain velocity:

-Zh tan a' y
1

uy = (h -Zx tan a')2 • v 1
1

The shear strain velocity E. follows from:xy

E = auy
xy ax

o .1Z.)

.
The effective deformation speed E: (in this case as a function of x and y) 1S

defined as:

~ fz (. . .E:=1- E:2 +E:2 +E:2 )+
L3 xx yy zz

1

4 }Z-(E: 2 +E: 2 +E: 2 )
3 xy xz yz

0.14.)

. .
In this case E: and E: equals zero.xz yz
The effective stress a is according to Von Mises defined as:

a=~l{(o -0 )2+(0 -0 )2+(0 -0 )2+6(02 +02 +02 )}}
LZ xx yy xx zz yy zz xy xz yz 0.15.)

In the contact surface between roll and slab there is only one zone where the

speed of the material equals the speed of the roll. This zone 1S called the
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0.16.)

neutral zone and is indicated in figure 7.1. with the index S. Before this

neutral zone the material speed is less than the circumferential speed of the

roll and ~s called the slow zone. The zone after the neutral zone is called

the fast zone.

The relative speed between roll and slab (v 1) in the contact surface is not zero,re
so there ~s friction. The power dissipated by this friction is one contribution

of the second part of the rolling power. In the contact surface there is a shear

stress (T), which is dictated by the friction between the rolls and the slab

because of the pressure perpendicular to the contact surface. An upper limit

according to literature [8] is:

°vo
T =--

13

which is the maximum shear stress of the material of the slab.

The contribution of the friction to the rolling power ~s now:

0.17.)[w]* !J f = 2· T-lvre1ldA

A

where A is the area of the contact surface. The factor 2 is a result of the

fact that there are two rolls involved.

When the vertical and horizontal rolls are operating simultaneously it ~s

possible that a pulling or a pushing stress is present.

It is assumed that these stresses act on the surfaces at x=O and x=l (01 and °2
respectively) and their positive directions are the positive directions of v

1
and

v 1 in figure 7.1.

The contribution to the second part of the rolling power ~s:

[w] O.lS.)

*When 01 and 02 are positive the power J o contributes to the power that the rolls

would have to supply, this explains the negative sign in equation (7.1S.).

In the entry surface, perpendicular to the linear speed v, at x=O and exit

surface at x=l there ~s a discontinuity in the speed of the material in the

y-direction in figure 7.1., which is caused by the choice of the field of strain

velocities (model imperfection). According to literature [S] this imperfection
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can be accounted for by the following equation:

J; = / Tluy1 (y) Id5 1+ !Tluy2 (y) Id52
51 52

(7.19.)

for the chosen field of strain velocities, indicated byThe rolling power

the asterisk is:

where 51,2 ~s the area of the surface at x=O, x=l and jUy1 ,2(y) I is the absolute

value of the speed in y-direction at x=O or x=l, see also equation (7.12.).

The stress is the same as in equation (7.16.).

*J

* * * * *J = I n + J
f

+ J
o

+ J r (7.20.)

With equation (7.1.) the torque on one roll can be determined. This torque TR is

now according to literature [9]:

T = °vo b v2 h2 r W{tan a' + 2ln (1+s~n a')} .In ~ +
R 2/3 Vw tan a' cos a' 1-s~n at h2

(7.21.)

where v ~s the circumferential speed of the rolls.w
The place of the neutral zone can be indicated with the angle a in figure 7.1.

s
Tn formula:

(7.22.)

where L is the contact-arc length and 0 ~s the pulling stress in the material

outside the roll bite and between the vertical and horizontal stand.
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For the length of the contact-arc is stated:

L = .; r (h -h )
W 1 2

o .23.)

and the angle of contact, in figure 7.1.:

a = (7.24.)

Equations (7.22.), (7.23.) and (7.24.) are also according to literature [9].

With the aid of figure 7.1. 0.', x and h can be determined:
s s

tan a.' (7.25. )

o .26.)

The flow stress ~s determined with an emperical formula according to literature

[9] :

[
6 {4720 l 60vo= 1.645-10 exp T+237J + 17.933-10 :. ] ]..1Llog e: eXPh +h

1 2
(7.27.)

where T is the mean slab temperature (T=1280° C, see literature [9]), ~ is the

friction coefficient between roll and material (]..1=0.5= and ~ is the mean effec- I
tive deformation speed of the deformation zone.

- 4v h { ()}~_ 2 2 tan a' + 2ln 1+s~n a'
- (h2 -h2 )13 cos a' 1-s~n a.'

1 2
(7.28. )

During rolling, besides a reduction in height, a widening of the slab occurs.

This has to be taken into consideration because the widening means an extra I
reduction that the pair of rolls next to come has to accomplish. An emperical

formula has been found that, according measurements at Hoogovens, gives

reliable results:

6b=b 1exp -b
1

0.29.)

where 6b is the widening.
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7.3. A description of the mechanical part of the dynamic

model of the mill with a slab.

In literature [9] the slabbing mill considered here has been described.

The couplings, shafts and gears can be represented as mass moment of inertia

coupled by mass-less torsional springs, which have some structural damping. The

horizontal and vertical stands can now be represented by figure 7.3. and 7.4.

respectively.

CS6
J6

C12 C23 C34
JS

J1 J3 J4

C1011 C910 C89 C78
Jll J10 J9 J7

Figure 7.3.

C1314 C1415
J13 J14

Figure 7.4.

In appendix 5 the values of the mass moments of inertia and the torsional spring

constants are given. The mass moments of inertia J 1, J 2 , J 10 and J 11 represent

the rotors of the horizontal machines. J
3

, J
4

, J
5

, J
8

and J
9

are couplings and

J 6 and J 7 are the rolls.

In the vertical stand there ~s only one motor J 12 , again a number of couplings:

J 13 , J
14

and J
15

, the rolls: J 18 and J 19 and two gear boxes J 16 , 17. The mass
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moments of inertia of the rolls are transformed to the angular speed of the

motor. The transmission ratio i ~s:

i =
Wmotor
Wroll

(7.30. )

where W is the angular speed of the motor and wroll that of the roll. Themotor
transmission ratio is larger than one, so in reality the mass moment of inertia

of the roll is a factor i 2 larger than the value given in appendix 5.

With the shaded areas in figure 7.3. and 7.4. the slab is meant.

In the model backlash and losses in the couplings, gears and bearings are

neglected. The losses are according to literature [9] small and therefore have

hardly any influence on the torsional dynamic behaviour of the complete system.

The torsional dynamic behaviour of the system is considered from the moment,

when the slab enters the rolls, which are rotating with the desired speed.

When no torque reversements occur, backlash has no influence.

The mass of the slab is in the slabbing process very large, which means that the

influence on the dynamics can not be neglected. The mass of the slab can be

transformed to a mass moment of inertia, which can equally be atributed to the

rolls. The kinetic energy of the slab, which consists of two parts can be

determined quite easy. These parts are: the kinetic energy of the piece of slab

before the rolls, E. , an~ the kinetic energy of the piece of slab after the
~n

rolls, E t. This assuming that the kinetic energy in the deformation zone canou
be neglected, which implies a model imperfection.

With the variables defined in figure 7.1. an equation can be determined for

the kinetic energy of the slab at t seconds after the entry.

The kinetic energy E. can be expressed as:
~n

E = l(m -m )v2
in 2 0 t 1

where m is the total mass
0

front of the rolls after t

as:

E
1 2

= m v2out 2 t

(7.31.)

of the slab and mt is the decrease of the mass in

seconds of rolling. The energy E t can be expressedou

(7.32.)

Now mt ~s the mass at the back of the rolls, which equals the decrease in front

of the rolls. This mass can be expressed as:

(7.33. )
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assuming that the density of the slab (p) remains constant. The kinetic energy

of the slab is now:

(7.34.)

From this equation it follows that there 1S an increase in the kinetic energy

of the slab. The variables v
1

and Vz can be expressed as functions of the height,

width and linear speed of the neutral zone.

The kinetic energy E can be related to the angular speed of the rolls W by:

E = 1 J ·w2

Z S
(7.35. )

where J 1S the equivalent mass moment of inertia of the slab.s
Combining (7.33.), (7.34.) and (7.35.) and v

1
and Vz expressed as functions of

h ,b and v , gives:
s s s.

f b h } 3
+ bZhZP 1 r~ cos as wt

lWbZhZ
(7.36. )

The equivalent mass moment of inertia is attributed equally between the rolls.

At the moment when the slab enters the roll bite the mass moments of the rolls

are increased with the contribution of the slab as described here.

The determination as shown above has been done for the case that only one pair

of rolls is involved. When the vertical and horizontal stands are in operation

simultaneously the mass of the piece of slab between the two pairs of rolls is

attributed equally between the vertical and horizontal rolls. The determination

of the equivalent mass moments of inertia (J and J H) is now similar to thesv s
one stated above.

Measurements of the angular speeds of the rolls have shown that there can be

considerable differences between those speeds for one pair of rolls. This

implies that the coupling of the two rolls by the slab is not rigid. This

coupling can be considered as a mass less spring with a spring constant K.
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In literature [9] an estimation of K has been done. The model used in that

estimation is represented in figure 7.5.

,
, " '~~---!o-~"./

~_----l.._-----~~':""--7-';:"/
. "

Figure 7.5.

q

The moment of entry of the slab is the starting-point and the reduction has

not been taken into account. Assume there is a distributed load q (see figure

7.5.), which is caused by different variations of the speed of the upper and

lower roll. For this load q the displacements in the y-direction at Z=~h,

v(z=~h), and Z=-~h, are determined with the aid of the theory of the minimal

potential energy.

The spring constant now follows from:

1 1K(v(z=-h) - v(z=--h)) = bxq
2 2

(7.37.)

According to literature [9] K is dependent on the length of the slab before

and behind the rolls. The spring constant K is calculated for the moment of

entry of the slab. This is of importance for the calculation of the spring

constants during simultanepusly rolling.

The slab also acts as coupling between the vertical and horizontal stands and

again this coupling can be considered as a massless spring.

For this spring constant the formula:

~T H = E • b • h/l, (7.38. )
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1S valid where E 1S the model of elasticity of the slab, b 1S the width of the

slab between the two stands, h is the height of the slab between the stands

and 1 the distance between the centers of the pair of rolls. The mean values

of the displacements at the rolls determines the force.

7.4. The differential equations of the mechanical part of

the dynamic model of the mill.

In figure 7.6. an isolated mass moment of inertia with torques applied

to it has been sketched. The positive directions of torque and angle are

indicated with an arrow pointing to the left.

~ <Pi

T oEE I J j I » T
C,D j-1,i C,D i,1t1

<I(; T

Figure 7.6.

The differential equation for this mass moment of intertia J. is:
1

J. tp. = T
1 1 c,D. 1

1-

- T + T
c,D. . 11,1+

(7 .39. )

where ~. is the angular acceleration of J., T D are torques applied to
1 1 c,

torsional springs and dampers and T is a load torque. For Tc D' 1 . and
, 1- ,1

the following equations are valid:

T D =c . 1 . (tp. 1-<p. ) +d. 1 . (<p. 1-<P. )c, . 1 . 1-,1 1- 1 1-,1 1- 1
1- ,1

and

T • •
c,D .. 1=c .. 1(tp.-<p. 1)+d.. 1(tp.-<p. 1)1,1+ 1,1+ 1 1+ 1,1+ 1 1+

J. by
1

Tc D' ., 1.1+1

(7.40. )

(7.41.)

where tp is the angular speed of a mass moment of inertia, ~ is the angular

displacement of a mass moment of inertia, c is a torional spring constant and

d a torsional damping factor. The shafts have a structural material damping
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which factor can be represented as:

1jJ e c
d =-

21Tf
s

(7.42. )

where 1jJ is a relative damping factor, which ~s about 0.02 for steel and f
s

is the frequency of a torsional vibration.

With the equations (7.39.), (7.40.) and (7.41.) it ~s possible to define the

equation of motion of every mass moment of inertia. On the rolls there are

three springs and dampers because of the couplings between the rolls of one

stand and the roll pairs of two stands.
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8. The electrical drive and control systems and the synthesis

of this system and the mechanical system.

8.1. Introduction.

The first part of this chapter considers the description of the speed

control of the motors. As stated earlier these machines are independently

excited direct current machines. In the speed range from zero to nominal speed

the machines have maximum excitation. From the nominal to twice the nominal

speed fea1d weakening is used, while the armature voltage is kept on a constant

value. In the range with the maximum excitation the machine can develop the

largest torques, up to a factor 2.75 higher than nominal torque.

The maximum loadings of the mill are in the range with the maximum excitation,

therefore, the description of the speed control has been concentrated on the

system with constant excitation.

The armature supply has been done with a thyristor convertor as described in

chapter 6., see figure 6.1. There are two convertors, one for each direction.

During reversing, the machine is used as a generator in order to decelerate it.

8.2. The speed control ~n the range with constant excitation.

Figure 8.1. g~ves a block diagram of the speed control. The field weakening

system and the armature voltage limiter are shown as well, for the sake of

completeness. Only the part below the dashed line will be discussed.

This control consists of a master regulator, Rw' and a slave regulator, Rr Ok._.an
When a load torque TBEL , ~s applied to the mass moment of inertia of the

machine, J M, this causes a change in angular speed, w, of the motor. The angular

speed w is compared with a wanted value w
so11

. The difference ~s the input for

the speed regulator R . The current regulator RI k follows the output signalWan
I 11 of R . The output of the current regulator is transformed to a delayso w
angle a for the convertor. This is shown in figure 8.2.

The variable UST is the output of the current regulator. UST is limited to a

minimum and maximum value USTmax . Here: USTmax=12 V.
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IS

Urol

Uank
Tbel

1a = -IT -
2

Figure 8.1.

The relationship between UST and a ~s:

1
-IT
2 .U

U
STmax

ST

With equation (6.8.) the voltage of the convertor without losses is now:

(8. 1 .)

U
g

= 313G
IT

(8.2.)

The voltage difference between the voltage of the convertor and the motor e.m.f.

u. t determines with the resistance and inductance the armature current I k.ro an

- - - - - - - Ustmax

Figure 8.2.
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The electromagnetic torque developed by the machine is now:

or

Te = G-I -I
sank

(8.3.)

c<PTe = - -I
2iT ank

(8.4.)

See also equations (6.24.), (6.25.) and (6.28.).

For each horizontal roll drive there ~s one speed regulator Rw for the two

motors. This has been done to get an equal load-sharing between the two motors.

The wanted values of the angular speed and armature current are represented in

voltages. The feedback of the actual speed and current is also in representing

voltages. This has not been indicated in figure 8.1. for reasons of simplicity.

8.3. The current and speed regulators.

The current and speed regulators are analog regulators. The electronic

circuit of the current regulator is shown in figure 8.3.

The transfer function of the current regulator is:

U
R =...E.=

I U.
~

l+pT
I

- K -I pT
I

(8.3.)

where KI is the proportional amplifying factor of the regulator, TI is the time

constant and p is the Laplace operator. The regulator is a p.I. (proportional

integrating) regulator

Figure 8.3.

The proportional factor K
I

~s:

(8.4.)
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and the time constant LI is:

The resistors and capacitor are according to figure 8.3. In the case that the

value of R1 is much larger than that of R
3

(=(1-h)R
3

+h R
3
), the value of KI can

be adjusted independently of the time constant LI .

The speed regulator of the vertical drive is shown in the next figure.

R3
...------.--

c
~ H-'------' I

R2

~
U, - Uo

V

Figure 8.4.

The transfer funtion ~s :

U 1+PL
R 0

- K
w= - = .

w U. w l+a.pL
~ w

(8.6.)

where again Kw ~s a proportional amplifying factor and L
W

a time constant. The

factor a is deminsionless. The factor L the time constant and a are now:

K
= R3

w RZ

T = R
1
C

w

1
R

3a = +-R1

(8.7.)

(8.8. )

(8.9.)

The resistors and capacitor are now according to figure 8.4. For a fast changing

input u. (a capitol because in equation (8.6.) the variables U and U. are
~ 0 ~

transformed to the Laplace-domain), this means that the value of p ~s large, the

behaviour of the regulator is similar to a P.I. regulator with a proportional

factor of: Kw . For a slow changing or constant input, p is small or zero,a
the behaviour is similar to a proportional regulator with a proportional factor

K.
w
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The speed regulators for the horizontal drive are shown ~n figure 8.5 .

....
"---'

... Ut..

[}=:,"~
~--

r
hR5

,...!!..... :cr----
R2

~Uj -- Uo

V

Figure 8.5.

A distinction has to be made between the circuit for the upper motors and that

of the lower motors.

--The upper motors' speed regulator:

The circuit for the upper motors has no normal diode. This means that the

smaller than the Zener-voltage U of one of
z

acts similarly to the speed regulator of the vertical drive. The proportional

resistors R
3

and R
4

are directly connected to R
1

, R
2

and the negative input

gate of the operational amplifier. \~en the output U of the regulator is
o

the two zener diodes, the regulator

factor, the time constant and a are the same as in equations (8.7.), (8.8.)

and (8.9.).

The transfer function changes for the case that U >U .
o z

The function ~s now: (note: U has a constant value)
z

1+pT
U (-U. oK +U oK ) w (8.10.)=

0 ~ w1 z w2 1+a2PTwwith
R4 ·hR5R = (8.11.)

P R
4

+hR
5

(1-h)R +R
R6

= .. 5 P . R4 (8.12.)R
and p

Rp2
=

R
3

'R
6 (8.13.)R

3
+R

6
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K , KwZ and Ctz can be expressed as:W

R Z
(8.14.)KW1

= ---..E.=..
RZ

KwZ =
RpZ :(8. 15. )
R6

Ct = 1 +
RpZ (8.16.)_.z R1

For the speed directions forward and reverse the same speed regulators are

used. This means that the signs of U and U. for the forward direction are
o ~

opposite to the signs of the reverse direction. For this reason there are two

zener-diodes, one for each direction. The time constant T ~s the same as in
w

equation (8.8.)

- The lower motors' speed regulator:

The circuit for this regulator is shown ~n figure 8.5. The resistors R3 and

R4 are connected to a diode, which is connected to R1, RZ and the operational

amplifier. In the forward direction this diode blocks a current through R3 and

R4 . The transfer function in forward direction is:

U 1+pT f
R 0

- K . w,=W,f U. w,f pT f
with ~ w,

R1
Kw,f - R

Zand

T = R • ew,f 1

(8.17.)

(8.18.)

(8.19.)

In the reverse direction the diode ~s not blocking and the relation between

I input and output is as in equation (8.10.).

The circuit that changes the transfer funtion when the output reaches a

certain value ~s called adjust current limit. Its purpose is to slow down the

rate of change of U when the value of this signal is higher than a certain
o

value (Uz). The value of R
3

~s a few times higher than that of R4 . It ~s now

easy to see that K >K 1 (assume: h=1). Therefore, the rate of change ~s slower.
W W

Besides the adjust current limit there is a "normal" current limit that prevents

the output of the regulator to be higher than a value that corresponds with the

maximum torque of the machine.
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(8.Z0.)

(8.Z1.)

8.4. The computer model of slabbing mill three.

Before the computer model is discussed a few differential equations of

the horizontal part of the mill are shown. With these equations the construction

of the computer program can be explained.

First the equations of the motion of the upper motors are stated.

The mass moment of inertia of the two motors are J 1 and J Z in figure 7.Z. For

J 1 the equation ~s:

.. ,. .
J1~1 + c1Z(~1~Z) + d1Z(~1~Z) = Te1

The equation for J Z is:

JZ~Z+cZ3(~Z~3)+dZ3(~Z~3)-c1Z(~1~Z)-d1Z(~1~Z)= TeZ

These equations are according to (7.39.), (7.40.) and (7.41.).

Te1 and TeZ are the electromagnetic torques of motor 1 and Z respectively.

Note that w.=tp..
~ ~

The equation of motion for J
6

, the upper roll is:

(8.ZZ.)

where R is the spring constant of the slab between the horizontal rolls. K is

the spring constant for linear displacements, so the angular displacements have

to be transformed to determine the force on the rolls. The parameter ~ is the

radius of the roll. The force F ~s the pulling or pushing force in the slab
p

between the horizontal and vertical stand. D is the damping factor of the slab
p

between the horizontal rolls. T
R

~s the rolling torque according to (7.9.).

The equations stated here can be solved by numerical integration. For example

~1 can be written as:

(8.Z3.)

(8.Z4.)

.The angular speed can now be calculated by integrating (8.23.}.

This speed at: tZ=t1+~t is now:

t1+~t

q,1(tZ) = q,1(t 1) +j ~1(t)dt
1

In equation (8.Z4.), (8.Z3.) can be substituted. In this way the equations of

motions are solved.
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The voltage equation for the armature of for instance motor 1 is as follows:

(8.25.)

This diffetenrial equation can also be solved by using the Laplace operator.
dirWith the condition that i r and CR: are zero at the beginning, equation (8.25.)

can be stated as:

where UD'f and I k are Laplace-transformations of u -u and iAN!<' The parameter1 an grot
TR is LR/~' where LR=LA+2Lc and ~=RA+hconv' see appendix 4.

The simulation of the dynamic behaviour of the system has been done with

Continuous System Simulation Language version number four. This system offers

a few standard functions to solve differential equations. With these standard

functions the blocks of the blockdiagram in figure 8.1. can be described. In

table 8.1. the standard functions and the transfer functions of the equations

to be solved are stated.

When a system is represented 1n a blockdiagram it is quite easy to make a computer

model of it. However, there is one very important restriction: the differential

equations have to be linear when for instance REALPOLE or LEDLAG are used.

,.----------------,-------------:
function name transfer function

t---------------+--------------t
INTEG

REAL POLE
I

LED LAG

DBL POL

Table 8.1.

1
p

1
1+Tp

1+pT 1
1+pT

2

p2+bp+c

Equation (8.24.) can now be solved uSlng the INTEG function, equation (8.26.)

matches with the REAL POLE function and the LED LAG function is suitable to
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describe the speed regulator in some cases. The current regulator's transfer

function has to be noted down differently:

1+pLI (1 )
R = K • = K' 1+--

I I PL I I PL 1
(8.27.)

The P.I. regulator can now be described with the INTEG function. To describe

the adjust current limit of the speed regulator the differential equation

belonging to this kind of transfer function had to be analyzed. This has led to

the following solution: The output of the regulator is stored and with the aid

of the LEDLAG function the change of the output is determined. Together with the

previous output the new output is calculated. When this output has a higher value

than u only for the change of the output the parameters K and a 2 are changedz W
and again the output is determined and store.

Note: The negative signs in equations (8.3.), (8.6.), (8.10.) and (8.17.) are

left out in the block diagram 8.1. and in the computer program.

8.5. The steady-state behaviour of the mill drive.

With the block diagram of figure 8.1. it is possible to determine the

steady-state speed difference between the wanted value of the speed wSOLL and the

actual value w of the motor. This speed difference ~s called ~w. In steady-state

the angular speed of the motors equals the angular speed of the rolls for the

horizontal drive. For the vertical drive the speed of the rolls follows

equation (7.19.).

The current loop can be expressed in a block diagram as in figure 8.6. It ~s

assumed that the motor e.m.f. u ~s constant and the bridge convertor is
rot

linearised, according to the Taylor's ser~es.

(8.28.)

1
-Tr )2- • ~u
USTmax STcos (USTO '

The voltage difference u -u is now with equation (8.2.):grot
1

3/3 i Tr
...u -u ~ -_.- u·

go rot Tr USTmax

where USTo is the stationary part of uST and ~uST the changing part.

Furthermore it is assumed that the stationary part of u equals the (constant)
g

motor e.m.f. u and there is no friction in the mechanical system.rot
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.lUST,-----, 1"'"----,

T

Figure 8.6.

-

I
I

z

The constant factor with which 6uST ~n equation (8.28.) is multiplied is ~r in

figure 8.6. The output of the speed regulator (lSOLL in figure 8.1.) ~s ~n

reality a voltage that represents a wanted current. Also the feed back of the

current has been done by a representing voltage Ul . The voltage Ul is now:

U
l

= lANK . T (8.29.)

lANK
T ~s a constant factor. Z represents the armature transfer functio~U ~s now:

lref

lANK
Ulref

RIANK • ~r • Z
= -:--=-----==---=-=

1+RlANK • ~r· Z • T
(8.30.)

see also equation 8.26.

(8.31.)

When

case

the transfer functions for Z and R
lANK

(8.3.), are substituted, the limit
lANK

of U for p -. acan be determined :
lref

1
. lANK 1
~m U = T

P -. a lref

This means that in steady-state conditions the value of lANK equals the wanted

value.

The steady-state performance of the system of figure 8.1. can be determined with

the block diagram of figure 8.7.

Again the wanted and actual values are represented by voltages, which explains

the factor A1. For steady-state situation the current loop can be represented
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with equation (8.31.) The transfer function for Rw is according to (8.6.), (8.10.)

or (8.17.). The transfer function of the motor J is:

and

TE = G-I -I
s ANK

(8.32.)

(8.33.)

The speed difference 6w in Laplace ~s now:

J
11+A1-R ---J-G-Iw T s

(8.34.)

--
U -.

w

Figure 8.7.

CUR.
LOOP

A1

~+
E

J

From the block diagram it follows:

Furthermore w can be stated as:

w = w +!1wwanted

(8.34a)

(8.34b)

(8.34c)

where w d is the wanted value of w at which speed the motor ~s rotating
wante

before the disturbance TBEL occurs.

It ~s clear that:

U = A1-w (8.34d)
wref wanted

The equations (8.34a-d) combined with (8.32.) results ~n (8.34.).
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The transfer function of R can be substituted and the limit case of p -+ 0 can
W

be determined.

For the transfer function for Rw as in equation (8.6.) the limit case ~s:

Tlim ~w = -T ° (8.35.)
BEL GI °A1oKp-+O s w

T
The factor GI 0A1 oK ~s called the control deviation G.

When the adju~t cur~ent limit is responded (this is possible for the upper

motors forward and reverse and the lower motors reverse) K should be replacedw
by KW1 see equation (8.14.).

When equation (8.17.) is substituted ~n equation (8.34.) the limit case ~s:

lim ~ = 0
p-+O

(8.36.)

This implies that the control deviation for the lower motors ~n forward direction

C equals zero.

The limit case p -+ 0 equals the limit case t -+00 when the transfer functions are

expressed as functions of time. It is clear now that the steady-state behaviour

af the system is explained by taking the limit case p-+ 0 .

~he control deviations C and Cf have to be known to rJake it possible to find a

good relationship between the wanted values of the vertical and horizontal

angular speeds of the motors.

See for this speed adjustment literature [9] and [10].

Note: in literature [10] the control deviation is referred to as motor constant.
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9. Computer results for the existing mill drive and

conclusions from these results.

9.1. Introduction.

With the computer program it is now possible to determine the torsional

dynamic behaviour of the slabbing mill during the entry of a slab for single

rolling (e.g. only the vertical stand is in operation) or entry and leaving for

simultaneously rolling.

The torque disturbance, assumed ~n this model TBEL in figure 8.1., during the

entry is shown in figure 9.1.

t -ENTRY nME ""~!_"';S;;';TEA';;";OY";";;S';'TA';'T;;'E.;.ROL,;,;;L.;.ING;;;..;.TORQUE.;;.;.;,;;,;,,;,, _

i~!..J I

~ :
I

TIME--

Figure 9.1.

The entry time is estimated by dividing the length of the arc of contact between

slab and roll in steady-state, see equation 7.11.), by the circumferential speed

of the roll at t=O. It is assumed that at the time when the entry starts the

angular speed of the rolls equals the wanted value, and that the system is in a

steady-state situation before entry.

The time for leaving the roll bite ~s similarly estimated only now the angular

speed of the roll is assumed to have a value, which belongs to the steady-state

rolling torque. It can be found by using a mean value of the control deviation c,

as defined in chapter 8, for both the rolls of one stand.

At first the adjustment of the current regulator is determined and the value

of the armature inductance of the conventional machines. With these results a

few rolling situations are shown.
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9.2. The armature inductance and adjustment of the current regulators.

At stand-still of the motor the response of the armature current to a

step change of the wanted value of this current has been plotted.

7 \

_.__....- . -0'" ... C'" _.

/

--------_._-----------
Figure 9.2.

According to this measurement, the current shows no overshoot. This means that

there is critical or over-critical damping of the current. It ~s assumed that

critical damping is the case. This gives the best damping without overshoot.

The current response can also be calculated with the aid of the block diagram of
lANK

figure 8.6. The transfer function of ~s according to equation (8.30.).
Ulref A

The transfer functions of the regulator-and the step change (-, where A is the I

step size and p the Laplace operator), can be substituted, whlch g~ves the response i

as a function of the Laplace operator p. The restriction that there is critical

damping of the current means that the equation, which determines the current

expressed with the Laplace operator, has two equal negative real poles. The

response as a function of time is:

iANK(t)
A( -po t) (9.1.)= T 1-(1+Pit )'e ~

with K =~r·KI·~ (9.2.)

and T
_ LR

(9.3.)
r -~

is:
KoT+1

(9.4.)p. p. =
~ ~ 2TR
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The factor KI is the proportional amplifying factor of the regulator

to equation (8.4.). In paragraph 8.5. the factor ~r is introduced:

1 1

K.- = 313 u-. Z7T ~ Z7T)
-br 7T II • cos~STO

STmax USTmax

according

(9.5.)

The resistance ~ includes the resistance of the bridge convertor as defined in
-3appendix 4. ~=12.76+8.295=21.055.10 O.

The current at zero time is called I
RO

. Since the test has been performed at

stand-still of the motor, so the e.m.f. of the armature equals zero, the voltage

of the convertor has to equal the voltage drop over the resistance ~ just before

this moment.

with

U
g

u
g

sin (USTO • ~7T) =
uSTmax

313 _
= -- U7T (see appendix 4)

(9.6.)

(9.10.)

The equation (9.6.) determines the voltage USTO and therefore ~r.

The factor ~ in equation (8.4.) has been assumed to be 4 and the value of the

capacitance G ~n (8.5.) 2.2 ~F. The values for the resistors in figure 8.3. for

the horizontal drive are:

R1=10 kD, R2=94 kD and R3=11.85 kD.

The time constant TI and proportional factor KI are:

TI =2.48 10-2 sec and K
I

=0.978 [-J.
The condition of critical damping requires:

KT = (KT+1\Z
T·T \2TR )

I R
(9.11.)

(9.4.) the value

of 70 sec-1.

Substitute TI=XTR (9.12) in (9.11.) and x, and therefore TR, can be calculated.

According to the measurement (figure 9.2.) p. is about 70 sec-1. With equation
~

of p. can be determined and checked with the estimated value
~ .

The time constant T
R

is: T =0.0425 sec. The factor p.
R -4 r V 1 ~

This seems reasonable. Note that T=7.916 10 LradJ.

~s: p.=66.3
~

-1
sec
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The equation (9.3.) makes it possible to calculate LR and the armature inductance

LA' because:

L = L +2L
R A c

(9.13.)

(9.14.)U
A

(see appendix 4, and chapter 6).

So: LR=O.895 mH L
A

=O.841 mHo

In figure 9.3. the electromagnetic torque of the upper motor with ~ss ~oment of

inertia J, in figure 7.2., TE1, the angular speed of the same m.m. of i., F1D, and'

the angular speed of the upper roll F6D are represented. The speed direction is

reverse and the speed regulators of the upper and lower motors have the same

adjustment. The values of L R and ~ are as stated above. The adjustment of KI and L I
is according to Hoogovens papers: KI =O.5216 and L I =O.0574 sec.

The wanted value of the angular speed is for the horizontal rolls usually about

the nominal angular speed of the motors. This means that the voltage of the convertor

values in an area quite near the nominal armature voltage of the motor. An improve

ment of the dynamic behaviour of the system might be possible by adjusting the

regulator ~ so that in the area of the nominal armature voltage of the motor

critical damping is achieved. The equation, which determines USTO' is changed now:

1

U (.. U ZIT \=
g • \~nSTO·' u )

STmax

With UA according to table 5.1. The factor Pi has the same value as the estimated

one, so Pi=70 sec- 1• Since L R is known KT can be determined with equation (9.4.).

~r is known when USTO is calculated so KI is available. The condition (9.11.)

gives the value of L I . Now: K
I

=1.367 and L
I

=O.0237 sec.

Figure 9.4. shows the same variables for the same load torque, the same speed

direction and the same adjustment of the speed regulators, as ~n figure 9.3.

rt: shows that the torque overshoot of Te1, the speed drop of F1D and the speed

drop of the roll are decreased. It also shows that the amplitudes of the vibrations

in the three variables are much smaller. Especially the dynamic behaviour of the

angular speed of the roll is improved.

Figure 9.5. shows the variables: the electromagnetic torque and angular speed

of m.m. of i. J 11 and the angular speed of the lower roll (F7D). The variables in

figure 9.4. and 9.5. are for the same pass.

I
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9.3. The influence of the adjust current limit.

The values of the resistors 1n figure 8.5. for the speed regulator of

the motors for the lower (horizontal) roll are:

R1=100 kn, RZ=9.4 kQ, R3=680 kn, R
4
=lZ0 kn and RS=l kn.

The value of h equals 1, C=10 ~F and u =5.6 v.z
When u <u k, T and a are with equations (8.7.), (8.8.), (8.9.):

o z w w
Kw=7Z.34 [-], T =1 sec and a=7.8[-].

w
In the case that u >u K l' K Z and a Z are:o z w w

Kw1 =10.85 [-], KwZ =O.8S [-] and aZ=z.Oz [-].

The speed direction is reverse, otherwise the adjust current limit would not

come into action.

Figure 9.6. shows the output of the lower speed regulator USOLH3 ' the electro

magnetic torque of the motor with m.m.of 1. J
10

, TE4 and the angular speed of

the motor with m.m. of 1. J 11 • In this case the adjust current limit has been

left out. The parameters Kw and a are valid for every value of uo • The same

load torque but with the adjust current limit in operation are shown in figure

9.7.

The output of the speed regulator hardly reaches a value higher than the zener

voltage uz . Because of this the torque overshoot of TE4 is decreased, but the

speed drop of the motor with m.m. of 1. J
11

1S increased compared with the

situation of figure 9.6.

The maximum of TE4 in figure 9.6. 1S 1.7.106 Nm and in figure 9.7. 1.45 106 Nm.

The influence of the adjust current limit 1S considerable. Its purpose 1S to

reduce torque overschoot.

9.4. Horizontal rolling 1n forward direction.

As can be concluded from chapter 8. the transfer functions of the upper

and lower speed regulators are not the same. The upper speed regulator has the

following transfer function:

R = K
w,u w,u

l+pT
W

1+apT
W

(9.15.)

with K =59.574 and a=6.6.w,u
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The lower speed regulator's transfer function is:

R = K •
w,l w,l

1+pT
W (9.16.)

R'
w,u

with K 1=10.64. In both casesT equals 1 sec.w, w
For the limit case p-+oo equation (9.15.) can be approximated by:

= Kw,u • 1+ pTW

CI. pT
W

This means that at the beginning of the entry of the slab the transfer functions

is smaller than K 1. As a result the torque of thew,
value than that of the upper motor. Because of the coupling of the rolls by the

for upper and lower motor are similar. However, the rate of change of the output
Kwu

of the upper speed regulator is smaller than that of the lower motor because~

lower motor has a higher

slab, the lower motor drives the upper motor.

After the rolling torque has reached its steady state value the approximation of

(9.17.) is no longer valid. For the upper motor the transfer function of (9.15.)

must be used.

The control deviation C of the lower motor is according to paragraph 8.5. zero.

The regulator allows no deviation of the angular speed of the wanted value. The

control deviation for the upper motor does not equal zero, so a deviation of the

wanted value is allowed. The lower motor forces the deviation to zero so when

the deviation gets smaller than the value that the upper motor allows for a

certain load, the torque of the upper motor decreased to a value that belongs to

that deviation. This explains the course of the functions of the figures 9.8. and

9.9. Again USOLH3 is the output, of the speed regulator of the lower motors, TE3
in the electromagnetic torque of m.m. of i. J11, TE2 that of m.m. of i. J 2 and

UISOLH the output of the upper speed regulator.

9.5. Horizontal rolling 1n reverse direction.

In reverse direction both speed regulators have the same transfer function.

approximation of the transfer
Kw-- for the upper
CI.

The factor K of the lower regulator is now 72.34 and the value of a is 7.8. At
w

the beginning of the entry for both regulators an

functions as in equation (9.17.) can be made. The factor
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regulator is now 9.03 and for the lower regulator is 9.27. Again the lower motor's

torques have a higher value then those of the upper motors, although the differences

are small in this case.

The control deviations of the machines as defined in paragraph 8.5. are now 1n

relation to each other:

c K
--E. =~ = 72.34 = 1.21.
c

I
K 59.574w,u

In steady-state a load-sharing with this ratio will occur.

9.6. Simultaneously rolling 1n forward direction.

An example of simultaneously rolling is given in figures 9.10. and 9.11.

At zero time the slab enters the horizontal roll bite, while the slab is still

in the vertical roll bite. The slab is pushed through the vertical stand by the

horizontal drive in this case.

The torque TEV is the electromagnetic torque of the vertical machine, T1719 1S the

torque in the shaft that connects the gear box with vertical roll, see figure 7.3.

and T78 is the torque in the shaft that connects the coupling with the lower

horizontal roll.

After about 0.4 seconds the slab leaves the vertical stand.

With this model it 1S possible to investigate the speed adjustment of the vertical

and horizontal drive. This has not been done in this report. For this investigation

'see literature [9]. Appendix 6. shows the computer program.

9.7. Conclusions on the adjustments of the regulation.

- A better adjustment of the current regulator according to paragraph 9.2.

must be possible. However, a new stand-still test has to be done to be sure

of the value of TR. The conditions for the stand-still test used here were

not stated clearly, so it might be possible that TR has another value as

determined 1n this report.

- The influence of the adjust current limit 1S considerable. The torque

overshoot can be decreased at the cost of an increased speed drop.
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- The difference in transfer functions of the speed regulators causes a bad

load-sharing between upper and lower motors. For a good load-sharing it is

best to have speed regulators with the same transfer function and the same

adjustment, see figure 9.4. and 9.5.

Rolling practice requires a smaller speed drop of the lower roll compared to

that of the upper horizontal roll to prevent that the slab drives into the

roller table. This could explain the difference in adjustment of the regulators

in reverse direction.
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10. The superconducting homopolar machines ~n the model

for the horizontal drive of a slabbing mill.

10.1. Introduction.

The equations, which describe the electrical and mechanical behaviour

of a superconducting homopolar machine, are similar to those of a conventional

direct current machine. The equations involved are stated in chapter three

(3.1.), (3.2.), (3.3.) and (3.4.). Because of this similarity the speed

regulations which has been used for the superconducting machines, is the same

as shown in figure 8.1.

Simultaneously rolling of the slab in the vertical and horizontal stands is

not considered here, because in that case there are too many variables involved

which makes it difficult to determine the influence of the superconducting

machines on the system.

Of the system for the horizontal drive a simplified model with only two mass

moments of inertia has been made. In this smaller model the adjustments of the

regulators could be tested easily. In the same model the dynamic behaviour of

the conventional and superconducting direct current machines are compared. This

also has been done in a complete model of the horizontal drive. Besides ~m

plementing the superconducting machines also an energy equation has been

inserted in the computer program and a possibility to alter the mass moment of

inertia of the rolls.

10.2. The simplified model of the horizontal drive.

Figure 7.2. shows the mechanical model of the horizontal drive. The mass

moments of inertia of the coupling (J
3

, J
4

and J
S

) and the roll are added to

a total. This forms one mass moment of inertia. Another one ~s formed by the

motor or motor in the case of superconducting machines. These mass moments of

inertia are coupled by a shaft with an equivalent torsional spring constant and

damping factor and can be determined from the following equations:

1 1 1 1 1-- =-- + -- + -- + --c c 23 c34
c4S c

S6equ

1 1 + _1_ + 1 1
-d- =-

d
4S

+ d
S6equ d23 d

34

(10.1.)

(10.2.)
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where the torisonal spr~ng constants and damping factors refer to appendix 5.

The index u indicates that these values are valid for the upper roll. In a

similar way a smaller model for the lower roll drive can be made.

The conventional machines ~n this model for the upper or lower roll drive are

considered to be one machine with a mass moment of inertia that ~s twice that

of one motor so:

J = 2 0 JM,conv 1
(10.3.)

The electrical circuits of the two conventional motors are considered to be

in parallel so the values of the resistance and inductance of the transformed

motor-convertor circuit are:

(10.4.)

and

(10.5.)

The nominal value of the current in the transformed motor convertor circuit

is twice the nominal current of one motor. Therefore, the feed back factor of

the current in the current loop, which is called T in figure 8.6., has to be

divided by two. The transformation of the motor-convertor circuit has no effect

on the speed regulator.

The upper and lower roll are again coupled by the slab during rolling. Figure

10.1. shows the electromagnetic torque (TEl)' the angular speed of the motor

(F1D), and the angular speed of the transformed roll (F6D) of the upper roll

drive, with this coupling. The speed direction is reverse and the adjustment

of the regulators ~s as proposed in paragraph 9.2., so critical damping in

the current loop in the area of the nominal armature voltage of the motor. The

transfer function of both speed regulators is according to (8.6.) (again the

minus sign has been left out):

(10.6.)
l+pT

WR = K 0

w w 1+apT
W

The variables K , T and a for the upper regulator equal those ,_of the lower
w w

regulator.
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Figure 10.1. can be compared with figure 9.4.: note however, the difference in

the horizontal scale. This shows that there is a good resemblance between the

complete model and this simplified model.

Figure 10.2. shows the same case except for the fact that there is no coupling

of the rolls, so in fact this is a system with only two mass moments of inertia.

This system can be used to tryout adjustments of the regulators and compare

the dynamic behaviour of the superconducting machines with the transformed

conventional machines without the influences of side-effects.

10.3. The superconducting machines 1n the simplified model.

The superconducting machines I, II and IlIA of table 4.1. are substituted

in the system with two mass moments of inertia. The current regulators for these

machines are of the same type as those for the conventional machines:

l+P1"I
R = K •

I I P1"I
(10.7.)

-4 [v]and 2.105·10 A

The current regulators are adjusted in such a manner that in the area of the

nominal armature voltage of the motors critical damping of the current is

achieved. As in paragraph 9.2. the pole p., see equations (9.1.) and (9.4.),
-1 1

has been given a value of 70 [sec J.
An estimation for the adjustment of the speed regulator can be made by calculating

the respons of the angular speed of the motor to a step disturbance of the load

torque of the system of figure a.l.~ is assumed that the current loop follows

the wanted value instantaneously. The values of K , 1" and a (see equation 10.6.)w w
are chosen so that the speed drop and torque overshoot of the electromagnetic

torque TE for a step function disturbance of T
BEL

are comparable with those for

the conventional machine. These values are used asa first guess for the actual

values of K , 1" and a.w w
In table 10.1. the adjustments of the regulators are shown.

The factors Al and T in figures 8.6. and 8.7. are 1.2732 [~:d]
respectively.
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i
, ,

I JM ~ LR TR
I TI

I K
I

K T G-I
; w w s

[kg m2 ] [ron] [jJH] [m sec] [m sec] [-] [- ] [sec] [Vs]

Ix 10'+

6.852 1.962 54.0 27.52 21 • 156 0.712 71 .49 0.5 97.538

4.91 2.102 81 .14 38.60 23.284 0.983 85.79 0.5 96.367

3.386 2.505 76.92 I 30.71 21.925 1.163 102.94 0.345 93.793
I

Table 10.1

In figures 10.3., 10.4. and 10.5. the electromagnetic torque and the angular

speed of the motor and the angular speed of the roll for the systems with JM equals

6.852.104 kg m2 , 4.91.104 kg m2 and 3.386.104 kg m2 respectively are shown. Only

the machine parameters are changed. Table 10.2 shows the minima ~nd maxima of the

variables shown in figures 10.2., 10.3. 10.4. and 10.5.

fig. TEmax FlO
m~n

F6D
m~n

-1 . -1
rad s rad s

10.2. 7.95 2.295 2.703 2.572

10.3. 6.852 2.328 2.752 2.571

10.4 4.91 2.335 2.801 2.562

10.5. 3.386 I 2.335 2.848
,

2.566I ! I iI i I I, , I I I

Table 10.2.

From these figures and table 10.2. a few conclusions can be made:

- the torque overshoot ~s increased compared to the conventional machines for

the smaller machines.

- the speed drop on the motor ~s decreased when the mass moment of inertia of

the machines is decreased.

- the minimuo. of the speed of the transformed roll ~s in all three cases about

the same. After a longer period the speed drop decreasea when the mass moment

of intertia decreases.
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- The amplitude of the vibrations in torque and speed increases for a smaller

mass moment of intertia of the machine.

- the torsional dynamic behaviour of the superconducting machines does not vary

a lot from that of the conventional machines.
4Figure 10.6. shows the dynamics of the machines with JM=4.91.10 kg m2 in the

complete horizontal model for the superconducting machines. It shows again that

the simplified model with two mass moments of inertia gives a good impression

of the complete system.

10.4. A bigger or smaller transformed roll ~n the simplified model.

When only machine parameters are changed there is not much or no improvement

of the torsional dynamic behaviour. A smaller or bigger roll might improve the

torsional dynamics. In the model with two mass moments of inertia, the mass of

the transformed roll has been increased in such a way that the sum of the mass

moments of inertia of the upper part of the drive with a superconducting machine

equals the sum for the conventional drive. When J
M

=6.852.104 [kg m2 ] this could

be achieved by increasing the mass moment of inertia of the roll to value of

1.768.104 [kg m2 ] instead of 0.72.104 . Figure 10.7. compared with figure 10.3.

shows that the dynamics do not ~mprove.

Another possibility is to keep the ratio, mass moment of inertia of the machine

mass moment of inertia of the transformed roll, the same as for the conventional

drive. With the same superconducting machine this effect is possible when the

mass moment of inertia of the roll ~s 0.32.104 [kg m2 ]. Whether.theroll would

be stiff enough or not ~s not the issue. The dynamic behaviour is shown ~n

figure 10.8. In table 10.3. the extrema for these cases are put together.

fig. J 6 T F1D . F6D . IEmax m~n m~n

kg m2 Nm rad -1 rad -1

I
s s

x101+ x10 6

10.3. 0.72 2.328 2.752 2.571

I
10.7.

I

1.768

I
2.429 2.738

1
2

•
551

10.8. 0.32 2.314 2.759 2.578
I

_
____1.

TabIe 10.3. 1
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It is clear from table 10.3. and the figures 10.3, 10.7. and 10.8. that the

speed drops and torque overshoot are increased to the situation when only the

machine parameters were changed. A smaller transformed mass moment of inertia

gives better results. At first sight these results seem unexpectable, however,

it can be understood.

The speed regulation reacts on a change of the angular speed of the motor

while its purpose is to control the speed of the roll. With a lower mass moment

of inertia of the roll the angular speed of the motor drops earlier compared to

the situation with a heavier roll. As a result the speed control reacts earlier

and the effect on the roll is bigger. Therefore, the roll does not get the chance

to decelerate as much as in the system with a heavier roll.

An advantage of a smaller roll ~s that the torque on each of the rolls decreases.

This also has a profitable effect on the dynamics of the mill.

10.5. Art energy balance during rolling.

For the system with two mass moments of inertia an energy balance can

be made. The energy offered to the system from the moment when by the motor

~s called EA, . In the system kinetic energy of the mass moments of inertia
~n

is accumulated. When the slab enters the roll bite there is a change of kinetic

energy, the torsional spring accumulates potential energy and in the damper

energy is dissipated. This leads to the following equation:

EA, = ~E1+~E2+Ed+U +E
~n pot out

(10.8.)

where ~E1 2 is the change of kinetic energy of the mass moments of inertia, Ed,
is the energy dissipated in the damper, U is the potential energy in the

pot
torsional spring and'E the energy used for the deformation process.

out
In figure 10.9. the kinetic and potential energies are shown. DEKINl ~s the

change of kinetic energy of the mass moment of inertia of the machine. DEKIN6

is that of the transformed roll, E. is the electrical energy offered to the
~n

motor by the convertor and E, is E .
U1t out

In the first figure of the three the power offered to the mass moment of inertia

of the machine (PASIN), the electrical power input by the convertor (PIN) and

the power needed for the deformation process (PUIT) are shown. The machine with
4

J M=3.386·10 kg m2 ~s shown.
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It shows that in the beginning the power and energy needed for the deformation

process is obtained by decreasing the kinetic energy of the roll and machine.

In table 10.4. the electrical energy input by the convertor and the angular

speed of the transformed roll after 0.75 seconds of rolling are stated for the

compared machines.

J
M

E.
~n

[kg m2 ] [Nm]
x10 lt x10 6

7.95 4.888

6.852 4.845

4.91 4.974

3.386 5.239
:

Table 10.3.

F6D

-1
[rad s ]

2.851

2.944

2.96

2.998

It shows that for the biggest superconducting machine (JM=6 .852 .104 kg m2 )

less electrical energy input is required although the angular speed of the roll

is increased, which means that it takes less time to complete a pass. However,

the differences are not spectacular.

10.6. Conclusions on the use of superconducting machines

in the drive of a slabbing mill.

These conclusions are:

- When only the conventional machines are replaced by superconducting homopo1ar

D.C. machines the torsional dynamic behaviour of the complete system does not

~mprove.

- For another mill design, for instance with a direct coupling between the motor

and the roll, which means that the total sum of mass moments of inertia can be

decreased, a los mass moment of inertia of the machine could be an advantage

with respect to the torsional dynamics of the system. This can be concluded

from paragraph 10.4.
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- As pointed out in chapter 5. and confirmed in paragraph 10.5. less energy

~s required to deform a slab due to a better machine efficiency which is

possible for a superconducting machine, compared with a contentional drive.

- Two conventional machines can be replaced by one superconducting machine.
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Armature and refrigeration plant calculations of
machine IlIA

The input for these calculations is:

21/04/85

BJCG JOB KAMS' 6A

.J DB NUMBEr;'

A
.8
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

A
.8
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

,.-r-·.

L

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

DATA FOR THIS RUN
rot~r conductors/stage
pc,wer OLltPLlt, kW
brush current density,A/cm2
brush friction eoe~ficient

~ot/stat cond curr/dens,A/em2
conductor resistivity,microhm em
brush arc radlal deoth,mm
brush arc resi sti vi tv, mi. .:r:::-'.7. _"I
n.d.e. bearing weight,tonnes
vac vessel o/shell tk,mm
vac vessel i/shell tk.mm
vac vessel ends total tk,mm

coil o.d.,m
eoi Ii. d. ,m
coil l.o.a. ,m
total flux,wb
field eurrent.kA
motor speed. rev/min
sliprinq span,mm
number of stages
rotor bar length.m
rotor i/shell o.d. m
rotor slot r/decth mm
condo eire. faeto~

slipring o.d.,m
slipring radial depth.mm
brush cover factor,p.u.
slipring piteh,mm
minimum slipring pitch,mm
interbrush space,mm
slipring resistivity,microhm cm
slipring copper x-secticn.mm2
;:1 i pri ng ecool Co.nt speci f i c r,eat, kJ /kg de
coolant velccity.m/s
coolant densitv.kg/m2
coolant tempe~ature rise,degC

support cylinder tk,mm
support cylinder dia.,m
support cylinder length,m
support cylinder refrigeration load,O/s
compressor efficiencv,p.u.
cold ba~ factor,g(he!!gllhe)
temperature rise.degK
pressLlre r .... tio
stator length a.a. m
weigh.t of coils ~< He VESS. t

1 • 000
516\).000

25.000
.260

140.000
1 • 700

80.000
1.700
4.000

10.000
20.000
50.000

2.600
2.200
3.160

24.513
2.210

30.000
105(1.000

25. t)OO
2.040
2.78(1

60.000
.600

3.000
50.000

.600
(1.000

20.000
1t).000
2.000
0.000
4.180
2.000

1 1)00.000
10. ()(H)

7. 10(:
2.040
3.400

.340

.650
46.000

300.000
8.000
3.100

28.130
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The output is:

ROTOR BAR DIMENSIONS

F:OTOR BAR WIDTH
F:OTOR SLOT DEPTH
ROTOR BAR X-SECT
ROTOR BAR COPPER X-SECT
ROTOR BAR WATER X-SECT
SLOT CIRCUMFERENTIAL FACTOR
CONDUCTOR CURRENT DENSITY
CALCULATED CONDo CURRo DENS.

SLIPRING AND BRUSH RESULTS

SLIPRING O. D.
SLIPRING PITCH
SLIF'RING WIDTH
SLIPRING RADIAL DEPTH
SLIPRING COPPER X-SECTION
SLIPRING C.W. X-SECTION
SLIPRING TOTAL X-SECTION
BRUSH WIDTH
BRUSH CURRENT DENSITY

VOLTAGE. CURRENT AND POWER

STAGE VOLTAGE
NUMBER OF STAGES
ARMATURE VOLTAGE
ARMATUF:E CURF\:ENT
POWER OUTPUT

SLIPRING LOSSES

BRUSH ELECTRICAL LOSS
BRUSH FRICTION LOSS
SLIPRING CURRENT LOSS
TOTAL LOSSES PER SLIPRING
TOTAL SLIPRING LOSSES PER MOTOR

MM
MM

MM2
MM2
I"!M2

A/CM2
A/CM2

M
MM
MM
MM

MM2
MM::
MM2

MM
A/CM2

I<W
I<W
J<W
J<W
~::W

209.6073
60.0000

12576. 439=,
12431.1758

145.2637
.6000

140.0000
135.4658

3.0000
42.4000
39.4000
50.0000

1897.3677
72.6318

1969.9995
32.4000
25.0000

12.2565
25.0000

306.4125
16.8400

5160.0000

2.2:221
1.6335
2.2163
6.0719

303.5928

OTHER LOSSES. TOTAL MOTOR LOSSES AND EFFICIENCY

ROTOR/STATOR BAR LOSSES
BF:USH ARC LOSSES
BEARING LOSSES
WINDAGE LOSSES
TOTAL MOTOR LOSSES
MOTOR INTERNAL EFFICIENCY

~::W

~~W

~:W

I<W
J<W

-,
I.

40.8809
31.9855

4.4592
.0147

380.9331
93.1251
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REFRIGERATION AND MOTOR EFFICIENCV INCL. COMPRESSOR

SUPPORT CYLINDER
CUF:F:E~,lT LEAD LHE
TOTAL LHE
COMPRESSOR INPUT
MOTOR EF~ICIENCY

MOTOR WEIGHTS

LHE

POWER
INCL. COMPRESSOR

GIS
G/S
G/S

f<W
·f
t.

.340(1

.5304

.8704
120.4039
91.1445

N.D.E. BEARING WEIGHT
STATOR STEEL WEIGHT
STATOR BAR WEIGHT
BF:USH AF:C WE I GHT
STATOR WEIGHT
ROTOR STEEL WEIGHT
ROTOR BAR WEIGHT
SLIPF:ING WEIGHT
F:OTOR WE I GHT
VACUUM VESSEL WEIGHT
SUPPORT CYLINDER WEIGHT
COIL ~ HELIUM VESSEL WEIGHT
TOTAL MOTOR WEIGHT

The electrical losses are:

TOi'INES
TONNES
Tm,INES
TONNES
TONi'IES
Tm-lNES
TONNES
TONNES
TONI\IES
TONNES
TONNES
TONNES
TONNES

4.0000
17.7395
5.5211
9.4919

32.7525
20. 944()
5.5211
7.946t

34.4117
6.7588
1.2377

28.1300
107.2907

(brush electrical loss + slipring current 10ss).2n= 221.92 kW

rotor/stator bar losses = 40.8809 kW
bush arc losses = 31. 9855 kW

I electrical losses 294.7864 kW
I
I

The mechanical losses 86.1467 kWare now:
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APPENDIX 2

Field system calculations of machines IlIA and B

KAI'ST e

U~CEGA~SSEC CGIl SYSTEM

SEA~C~ Fe. MAXI~U~ FIELD PCINT I~ CCIl SySTEM

IF NfT EXCITATION IN QNE ~AIN CCIl PACK. 2 MIllION A~? TUR~S. T~E VAlUES OF FIELD IN THE COIL
~I~CING A.~ AS FCllC~S

FIElr. ~CINT CC-C.C!NATE (~ETRESI

R~CIAl AXIAL
Fi ESULT ANT F I!:OLD

ITESlAI

1.2(,;j
1.1 :C
1411:C
l.lec
1.ICO
1.1:0
1.IC~

1.1CC
l.l~'~

1.1CQ
1.1~G

1.2::~

wiTH ~ 'l~T

:.~~QC

:.~ccc

r.2crl~

:'.;:57
O. 4!!1 '"
a.U7l
l.le:
1.2c;.9
1.'4'"
1.:SC
1. SeC
l.se:

~~CITATIC~ CF 2 ~IllIC~ AMP TUA~S

1.478
1.4!!<;
1.~e;

1.323
1.246
I.eec;
1.188
1.::15
1.338
1.21-;
1.2:::7
1.Ut

IN MAIN cell PAC~. PEAK FIELD IN ~INDING IS 1.489

l~ ~E"A[NCE" CF C~TPUT,THE cell E-CITATICNS HAvE eEEN ADJUSTED TC FAcnUCE A PEAK FIELD I~ T~E

wINCI~GS CF e.7C TESlA

CISH/o<CE f~(\'

"ACI-I;.E CEI'<TI=E
(""n,:s)

5. CCv
lC.Cu
15. ':C

.C\j·( .....

·r ,-
'"

r·' .....
~ • ("l"

SHAY
FIELD

l"IUCT~SlA)

C. ;Z3EE ~7

2C<;::.
415.~

1:: 1. 7
5:.C~

Z~.C:

1'.·~ ..
b.242
5.141
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I~NE~ R~DllS CF All CCll~ •
CLTrR RACILS CF All CCIlS :
PACKI~G F~ACTICN IN CCIlS =
PEAK FIELD I~ ~INDING •

TCTAl MA~S CF CCllS =
CUANTITY CF SUFE~CCNDUCTCF2

1.10
1.30

C.8eO
6.50

18.0
C.13Z~

P'EiPES
I'EHES

TESlA
TOI\NES

C6 KllC-A~P.METRES

COIL TYPE 01 STA~.CE Ha" ~ACHII\E "le-FlANE Call CCll FORCE 1TCM'E Sl
Ir-;/ld:~ EDGE CUTER EDGE EXC IT AT I C'" FUll HALF

( .. I
1 '" fA"P TUR"Sl sysre" SYSTE"

"AI" NC. , C.2CO C. Z '!C C.794E ot: -C.Z94E 04 -0. Z15E 04.
~Al~ ~G. Z C.Z~r. (.::7C C.7QitE ct: -eelS'iE 04 -C.1ZZE 04
"4AI~ "c. ~ c.:!!c a.4co C.794E C~ -O.lllE 04 -537.
MAI~ ~c. " -:J. 4;C (;.~5C 0.7'i4E Oc -367. 124.
filiAl'" I\C. '; c. ~f:C C.64C C.7<;4E C6 538. 9c4.
MAI~ "C. f: c.e"o C.SZQ C.794E 06 -z::o. 5Z.7
MAI/o; "C. 7 1.14 1.ZZ 0.7'74E 06 -0.11 7E C4 -~S4.

"Alro. "c. 8 1.~; 1.31 C.794E O~ -306. -137.
MAI~ I\G. ~ 1.:2 1.4C C.794E O~ 377. 5ZS.
"AI 1\ "C.10 1.41 1.49 O.794E 06 Q.1 ~!!E 04 O.lZZE 04

."A 11\ "C.11 1.50 1.~e C.7'74E 06 0.Z02E Oit C.214E 04
-_._.. --_._~

~UE~CH C~AFACT~RlSTICS

VOLTAGE AC~OSS ,.,r"-LINEA~ au"p RESISTOR
ASSU~EO vALUE FCC COil T~EF"Al FACTeR
STCF~C ENEFGY CF A "AI~ COIl/OEGAUSSI~G Call
"I~I"Uu CPEF4TING CUFFE~~

.. 0.3COE 041/CLTS
= 0.30CE 175.1. UNITS

SET 2 77.1 P'EGAJCULES
.. O.221E C4A"PS

CUPE"T CECAY TI"E" 23. SECS
AREA CF CCNC.;CTOc .. 36. SC. ".'1.
TCTAl PC~Fc CC~SU~PTIC~ IN DEGAUSSI~G CCIlS: c.c KIlCldTT

CISTA~;CE FRr.~

MACHl~E ~IO-PlANE

I .... ETI'ES'

c.o
C.1~(J

C.21..t'
c.?CC
C.4<. C

-c. ~uC
~.c"",a

o. nr:
.:. e;.:,c
:.91,t)
l.eL C
1.lt r;
1.2<. C
1. :1. C
1.4<' ,.
1. 5;: ~- J • ~uC
!.71..C

FLUX

(liEEERSI

G.O
-2.~25

-4.<;;28
-7.05 4

-8.766
-lC.C15
-10.854
-1l.4~1

-ll.en
-lZ.2~c

-12.tS::
-l::.Cl~

-1::.2~a
-1::.2f:<;
-12.<;C7
-12.lf:6
-11.1~3

-~. 96<;

"ACHIf\E CUTPL:T

HAt-lSIIERSE
IIGi.TAGE GRADIEf\T

(I'V/C'"

-124.<;63
-115.3f:6

-<;7.1<;7
-7::.~75

-5C.C;4'i-
-32.9<;0
-Z3.6<;5
-20.e~4

-19.41'1
-18.~27

-17.146
-6.?C6

8.2C3
28.01:
~6.1:C;4

57.2Z5
59.135

PCT.TIc~al 5PEFC CF YACHI~E • 3C.CC
5LI FQ Jr.l, CI A" ET ER -= ::. CCI'J

KEIIS/toI"l
"'EHES
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The transverse voltage gradient must be kept below 50mV/cm.
From the previous table the slipring span can be derived,
in this case from approximately 0.5 m until 1.6 m from
machine mid-plane. The average useful flux as well as the
average rotorbar length can now be calculated with the same
table. The flux and rotorbar length are twice the value as
calculated with this table, because the results of the table
are calculated for half the field system.

SUFPG~T Tuec T~IeK~ESS eALeULATICN

I~NE~ RAJI~S rF T~E CUTER ME VESSEL SHELL: l~Z~.O WM OUTER RADIUS CF INNE~ HE VESSEL SHELL- 10QC.O ~M

THICK~~SS CF cuTER S~ELL=

Tr.ICK~FSS CF THE E~D PLATES: 52.0 "'1'1

THICKNE~S CF I~NER ShELLa 13.COO "1'1

CAUTt[~.ENC PLATE T~I'-K~FSS ADJUSTED CCftN
~IGH S1~ESS IN PLATE. 24~.~;1 "N/~*.2

~ASS OF T~E HELIU~ VESSEL.I~C. ceIL SYSTEM IS 28127.;6 K~

LENG'Tn OF SUPPC~T TlJrE :4C4.0 M~ OLTER RADI~S CF SLP. TUBE: lCl~.~ ",.

LE~GTn CF SuFCCFT TUBE ON ~HIC~ ST~ESS IS APPLIED: 1502.C M~

TOLERANCE: C.1CE-C2 MM SHCCK LCAD= 5.CC G

CALCULATED TnICK~ESS OF SUPPOFi TUEE FE~UI~ED IS

TOTAL(~OT~ E~DS CF SupprRT TU6EIHELIU" ~ASS FLGk RECuIRED FCR CCUNTER FLew eOOLING= 0.3 10 0 GM/SEC

I
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On solving the equation (6.33.) in paragraph 6.4.

The equation to be solved is the following:

T J d2 w J dw
uab -R:Gor =L~ dt 2 +R:Gor dt + Gorsw

s s s

The solution of the homogeneous part of the equation is:

where

-RJ± I (RJ)2-4LJ(G o r )2
1.

1
2 = __--:~:__-_--....;;,s_

, 2LJ

(A1.)

(A2. )

(A3. )

Usually the expression of which the square root ~s taken is smaller than zero

so:
-RJ±j 14LJ-(RJ)2

1. 1,2 = 2LJ

The particular solution ~s easy to derive when w is substituted as

w = w +wp pc p

(A4.)

(AS. )

where w ~s a constant (not the average) part of the particular part of the Ipc
solution and W is a changing part.

p

T
wpc = -R (Gor )2 (A6.)

s

For W the equation is in the interval
TI r2ta-- < < a:p 3

J
d2 (t.w) Wp + R:_J _ d.-..I: + G0 r t.wuab=L~ dt 2 Gor dt s ps s

Substitute: .(n TI)

{

] "t+-
uab=Re 13 u e 6 }

] Wt+~)
t.w =coe

p

(A7 .)

(A8. )

(A9.)
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f j (rtt+~)} {( J RJ ) j (rtt+~)}
Re"ll3u e =Re -L--rt2+GoI +jrt-- °coe

l GoI s GoI
s s

so:
13 u -jlP

c=-K-o e

where

(A10.)

(All. )

(A lZ . )

and
-~rt2+GoI

GoI s
scos lP = --~~--
K

s~n

JR:GoI rt
s

lP = ---=-K
(A13.)

The solution of the differential equation is now:

t'

l3u { IT} --R cos at'+cZ
sin at') e T

W= - (GoI )2 T+ ~ cos(rtt+6-lP) +(c 1
s

where c
1

and Cz are real figures and

(A14.)

2L
T =-

R

/4LJ(G Is) 2 -(RJ) 2

and a = ZLJ

The derivative of W is:

t'
dw " l3u . (" IT) - T { ,.dt =-H~ s~n Ht-lP +6 +e °ao C zcos at -cls~n

t'

~ e- T {c 1 cos at'+cZ sin at'}

at'} +

(A lS. )

The conditions (6.30.) and (6.3Z.) are needed to derive the values of the

constant factors c
1

and Cz in the solution of the homogeneous part of the

equation.

Substituting equations (A14.) and (A1S.) ~n these conditions g~ves two equations

with two unknown parameters. This can be solved.
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The solution of the equation is now:

with

at') (A16.)

(A17 • )

(A18.)

(A19.)

(A20.)

D = 1 - cos

"IT

( )
--/Slra "IT 3_e_ e

n 3
(A21 .)

E = sin

"IT

(
\

--/nTa "IT 3
~·3;e

(A22.)

The relationship between nt and nt' is:

"ITnt = nt' + a - (A23 . )
3
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The convertor parameters for the superconducting machines.

The quantities for the convertor for the conventional horizontal

machines:

= 3
1T
1:3 Q = 965.6 VUg see equation (6.8.)

the procentual short circuit voltage of the transformer [-]

= 0.07

With equation (6.21.) the "resistance" caused by the cormnutation inductances:

R 3 nL = 8.085 mQ so L 26.95 'WH.= - =
C 1T C c

There are 14 convertors in paralle1 and two thyristors 1.n ser1.es. This means

that per convertor during the conduction interval four thyristors are in series.

The ohmic resistance of one thyristor is: 0.73 mQ so the total ohmic resistance

of the bridge R
ohm

is:

4T
ohm

= 14 . 0.73 mQ = 0.21 mQ.

The total resistance of the convertor 1.S:

T = R +R = 8.295 mQ.
con ohm c

The motor e.m.f. UROT equals 625 V at nominal speed (30 R.P.M.).

In no-load situation the equation:

U
g

cos a. = U
ROT

is valid. Here cos a. = 9~;:6 = 0.6473.

For the superconducting machines cos 0.=0.75 in no-load situation has been taken,

so with the voltage UA of table 4.1. the voltages U
g

for the superconducting

machines can be calculated. When U is known the effective value of the coupled
g

voltage (e.g. uab ) 1.S calculated and U
g

is adjusted so that the effective value

is a round figure.
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It is assumed that the thyristors carry about the same nominal current as the

thyristors ~n the convertor for the conventional machines. The nominal current

for the conventional convertor is 4200 A. The nominal current for the convertors

for the superconducting machines is the nominal current of the machine. The

number of thyristor bridges in parallel is now:

IA
k = 42'5'0 ·14

where IA is the nominal current of the machine according to table 4.1. The factor k

has to be an integer so the nearest round of figure has been taken. The ohmic

resistance of the thyristor is the same as for the conventional machines.

The short circuit voltage of the transformers for the superconducting machines ~

~s assumed to remain 0.07. Again with equation (6.21.) Rand L can be calculated.
c c

0.052 0.78 0.832 2.61 391.64 56

0.052 0.83 0.882 2.77 405.14 56

0.052 0.87 0.922

I
2.90 418.65 56

i I
I

I JI

I

[kg m2 ]

x 101+

3.386

4.91

6.852

R
c

R
con

[ron]

L
c

[UH]

u
g

[v]

k

[- ]
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Mechanical parameters of slabbing mill three at Hoogovens.
,

- The mass moments of intertia 1.n figures 7.2. and 7.3. 1.n kg m2 :

3.95-104 4 4J
1

= J
7 = 0.72-10 J 13 = 0 ..38-10

J 2 = 3.95-104 J 8 = 0.64-104 J
14

= 0.38-104

J 3
= 0.5-104 J

9 = 0.98-104 J 15 = 0.25-104

J 4 = 0.98 -1 04 J 10 = 3.95-104 J 16 = 1.54-104

J 5 0.64-104
J 11

4 J 17 1.79-10
4

= = 3.95 -1 0 =

J 6 = 0.72-104 J 12 = 3.92-104 J 18 = 0.41-104
,

J 19 = 0.41-104

- The torsional spring in the figures
-1

constants same 1.n Nm rad :

c 12 = 0.477-109 c89 = 0.164 _109 c 1415 = 0.8-109

c
23

= 1.17-109 c910 = 1.17-109 c 1516 = 10.0-109

I

0.238-109 0.477-109 0.083-109c34 = c 1011 = c 1517 =

c45 = 0.164-109 c 1213 = 0.485 _10 9 c 1618 = 0.069-109

c56 = 1.6-109 c 1314 = 0.068-109 c 1719 = 0.069-109

c 78 = 1.6-109

- The damping factors are considered to be constant. With formula (7.31.) an

estimation of a mean vlue of the damping factor has been made, see literature

[9]. This estimation is: d=1.0·104 Nm s rad-1• This value has been taken for

all damping factors in the shafts.

- The distance between the center planes of the horizontal and vertical rolls

1.S 2.8 m.
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Appendix 6

(ELEMh)VEHAWALS ON USER2
DATE & TIME PRINTED: WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1985 @ 10:30:34.

100 PROGRAJ.'1 VEHAWALS
200
300 INITIAL
400
500 CONSTANT BIV=1.675
600 CONSTANT BUV=1.63
700 CONSTANT HIV=.619
800 CONSTANT HUH=.559
900 CONSTANT RV=.58

1000 CONSTANT RH=.58
1100 CONSTANT NHO=29.3
1200 CONSTANT MASS=2.64E4
1300 CONSTANT MU=.5
1400 CONSTANT EM=3.0EI0
1500 CONSTANT NU=.33
1600 CONSTANT RO=7.6F.3
1700 CONSTANT TEMP=1285.0
1800 CONSTANT JH=3.95E4
1900 CONSTANT J3=.5E4
2000 CONSTANT J4=.98E4
2100 CONSTANT J5=. ME4
2200 CONSTANT J8=.64E4
2300 CONSTANT J9=.98E4
2400 CONSTANT J 12=3. 92E4
2500 CONSTANT J 13=. 38E4
2600 CONSTANT JI4=.38E4
2700 CONSTANT JI5=.25E4
2800 CONSTANT J16=1.54E4
2900 CONSTANT J 17= 1. 79E4
3000 CONSTANT C12=.477E9
3100 CONSTANT C23=1.17E9
3200 CONSTANT C34=.238E9
3300 CONSTANT C45=.164E9
3400 CONSTANT C56= I. 6E9
3500 CONSTANT C78=1.6E9
3600 CONSTANT C89=.164E9
3700 CONSTANT C910=1.17E9
3800 CONSTANT CIOll=.477E9
3900 CONSTANT C1213=.485E9
4000 CONSTANT C1314=.068E9
4100 CONSTANT C1415=.8E9
4200 CONSTANT C1516=10.0E9
4300 CONSTANT C1618=.069E9
4400 CONSTANT C1517=.083E9
4500 CONSTANT C1719=.069E9
4600 CONSTANT DH= I. OE4
4700 CONSTANT DP= 1. OE5
4800 CONSTANT DMP=1.0E5
4900 CONSTANT AIV=.7639
5000 CONSTANT A2V=.00085
5100 CONSTANT ALPHAV= 1.47
5200 CONSTANT GISV=187.93
5300 CONSTANT F=.1309
5400 CONSTANT UGO=1390.5
5500 CONSTANT RBELV=.04842
5600 CONSTANT KIV=5.0
5700 CONSTANT K2V=1.982
5800 CONSTANT TAUIV=.47

$"BRHDTE MATERIAAL VOOR VERT.WALS(M)"
$"BREEDTE MATERIAAL NA VERT.WALS(M)"
$"DIKTE MATERIAAL VOOR VERT.~oJALS(M)"

$"DIKTE MATERIAAL NA HOR.WALS(M)"
$"WALSROLSTRAAL VERT.(M)"
$"------------- HOR.(M)"
$"INGESTELD TOERENTAL MOTOR HOR.(OMW/MIN)"
$"MASSA BLOK(KG)"
$"WRIJVINGSCOEFF. WALSROL-WALSMATERIAAL(-)"
$"ELASTICITEITSMODULUS WALSMATERIAAL( N/M**2 )"
$"DWARSCONTRACTIE-COEFF.(-)"
$"SOORT.MASSA STAAL BIJ 1280 C (KG/M**3)"
$"GEM. TEMP. WALSMATERIAAL( C)"
$"MASSATR.MOM. ROTOREN GM HOR. (KG.M>"*2)"
$"----------- FLENSKOPP.(-------)"
$"----------- SCHENENKOPP.(-------)"
$"----------- SCHENENKOPP.(-------)"
$" SCHENENKOPP.(-------)"
$"----------- SCHENENKOPP.(-------)"
$"----------- ROTOR GM VERT.(-------)"
$11----------- CARDANKOPP.(-------)"
$" CARDANKOPP.(-------)"
$" KEGELWIEL R.WALSROL(-------)"
$" TANDW.KAST+CARDAN R.W.(-------)"
511----------- TAND\oJ. KAST;+-CARDAN L.W. (-------)"
$"TORSIEVEERCONST.(N.M/RAD)"$" ( )"
$" ( )"
$" ( )"

$"----------------(-------)"
$"----------------(-------)"
$"----------------(-------)"
5"----------------(-------)"
$"----------------(-------)"
$"----------------(------)"
$"----------------(------)"
$"----------------(-------)"
$"----------------(-------)"
$"----------------(-------)"
$"----------------(-------)"
$"----------------(-------)"
$"DEMPINGSCOEFF.ASSEN(N.M.S/RAD)"
$"------------- WALSMAT.(---------)"
$"------------- WALSMAT.(N.S)"
$"OMZETFACTOR HOEKSN.-)SPANNING(V.S/RAD) VW"
$1I0MZETFACTOR ROTORSTROOM -)SPANN.(V/A) VW II

$"CONST. UIT OVERDRACHT TOERENREGELAAR(-) VW"
5"CONST. MML HOm'DPOOLFLUX VERT .MOTOR(WEBER)"
$"OMZETFACTOR STUURSPA~'"N. -)ONTSTEEKH. (RAD/V)"
$"GELIJKGERICHTE SPANN. ALS ONTSTEEKH.=O(V).VW"
$"TOT. WEERST. ROTOR+MUTATOR VERT. MOTOR(OHH)"
$"VERSTERKINGSFACTOR TOERENREGELMR(-) VW"
$"VERSTERKINGSFACTOR STROOMREGELMR(-) VW"
$"TIJDCONSTANTE TOERENREGELAAR(S) VW"
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EPSV =«16.0*«TAN(ALFIV»**Z)*VVNA*BUV)/«BIV**Z-BUV**2) •••

$"GEMIDDELDE EFFECTIEVE DEFORMATIESNELHEID{EPSVI( I/S)} w"

$"CONTACTBOOGLENGTE{LV(M)}"

$"NEUTRALfo: HOEK{ ALFSV( RAD)} ,- PLAATS {XSV(M)} EN BREEDTE{ BSV(M) VW"

S"TIJOCONSTANTE STROOMREGELAAR(S) W"
$"OMZETFACTOR HOEKSN.-)SPANNING(V.S/RAD) HW"
$"OMZETFACTOR ROTORSTROOH -)SPANN.(V/A) HW"
$"CONST. UIT OVERDR. TOERENREG. BOVENMOTOR(-)"
$"GELIJKGERICHTE SPANN. ALS ONTSTEEKH.=O(V) HW"
$"CONST. MAAL HOOFDPOOLFLUX HOR. MOTOR(WEBER)"
$"TOT. WEERST. ROTOR+MUTATOR HOR. MOTOR(OHM)"
S"CONST. UIT OVERDR.TOERENREG. ONDERMOTOR(-)"
$"VERSTERKINGSF. TOERENREG. ONDERMOT. REV.(-)"
$"VI::RSTERKINGSF • TOERENREG. ONDERMOT. FORW. (-)"
$"VERSTERKIt\GSF. TOERENREG. BOVENMOT.(-)"
$"VERSTERKINGSFACTOR STROOMREGELAAR( -) H\.J"
S"TIJDCONSTANTE TOERENREGELAARS(S) HW"
S"TIJDCONSTANTE STROOHREGELAARS(S) HW"
$"TIJDCOr-;STANTE STROOHREGELAARS(S)"
S"M1PLITUDE CORRECTIEPULS INTREDEN(V)"
$"Ai'1PLITUDE CORRECTIEPULS UITTREUEN(V)"
$"TOER.AFST.KEUZECONST.:l.0=EXACT:-l.0=PRESET"
S"KEUZECONST. WALSRICHT. : 1•O=FORW. : -1. O=REV."
S"KELJZECONST.CORR.PULS: 1.0=PULS;-1.0=GEEN PULS"
$"EINUTIJU SI:-1ULATIERUN(S)"
$"PULST IJD INTREDEN( S)"
$"PULSTIJD UITTREDEN(S)"
S"VERTRAGING PULS INTREDEN(S)"

=(LV/RV)*(1.0-«5.0*LV)/(6.0*BIV}»
=(BIV-BUV)/(Z.O*TAN(ALFIV»-RV*SIN(ALFSV)
=BIV-Z.O*XSV*TAN(ALFIV)

TAU2V=.0498
AIH=1.2732
A2H=.000H4Z1
ALPHAH=6.6
UGHO=965.6
GISH=198.94
RBELH=.02337
ALPHA3=7.H
K3HR=72.34
K3HF=lO.638
KIH=59.574
K2H=.5Z16
TAU lH=I.0
TAUZH=.0574
TAUR=.0574
HO=.25
HOI=3.0
J= 1. 0
1= 1.0
MM=O.O
TFIN=I.4
TIJD=.15
TIJDI=.20
OELAY=O.O

ALFSV
XSV
BSV

ALFV =SQRT«BIV-BUV)/RV)
ALFIV =ATAN«(BIV-BUV)/2.0)/(RV*SLN(ALFV»)

NVO =NHO*(1.O-(5.0*(HIH-HUH)/(6.0*HIH»)*(RH/RV)+2.0
VV =(NVO*Z.0*3.14159*RV)/60.0
VVNA =(VV*HSV*BSV*COS(ALFSV»/(HUV*HUV)
OMV =(NVO*2.0*3.14159)/60.0

HIH =HIV*EXP«.61*ALOG(BIV/BUV»*«BIV/HIV)**1.3) •••
*EXP«-.32*BIV)/SQRT(RV*(BIV-BUV»»

HUV =HIH
BIH =BUV
HSV =«BSV-BUV)/(BIV-BUV»*(HIV-HUV)+HUV

CONSTANT
CONSTANT
CONSTANT
CONSTANT
CONSTANT
COr-; STANT
CONSTANT
CONSTANT
CONSTANT
CONSTANT
CONSTANT
CONSTANT
CONSTANT
CONSTANT
CONSTANT
CONSTANT
COr-:STANT
CONSTANT
CONSTANT
CONSTANT
CONSTANT
COr-;STANT
CONSTANT
CONSTANT

S"TOERENTAL{NVO(OMW/MIN)},OMTREKSNELH. WALSROL{VV(M/S)},SNELH. "
$"MATERIAAL NA WALSEN{VVNA(M/S)},HOEKSNELH. WALSROL{OMV(RAD/S)} VW"

LV =SQRT(RV*(BIV-BUV»

$"INGRIJPHOEK{ALFV(RAD)} EN MATERIAALHOEK{ALFIV(RAD)} VW"

$"DIKTE MATERIAAL{ HUV(N)} NA VERT. WALSEN [=DIKTE{HIH(M)} VOOR HOR."
$"WALSEN] ,BREEDTE MATERIAAL{BIH(M)} VOOR HOR. WALSEN,NEUTRALE "
$"DIKTE{HSV(M)} IN VERTICALE WALSSPLEET "

5900
hOOO
Iil00
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7Z00
7300
7400
7500
7600
7700
7~OO

7900
8000
~100

8Z00
H300
8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
9000
9100
9200
9300
9400
9500
9600
9700
9800
9900

10000
10100
10200
10300
10400
10500
10600
10700
10800
10900
11000
11100
l1Z00
11300
11400
11500
11600
11700
11800
11900
12000
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$"GEMIDDELDE EFFECTIEVE DEFORMAT IESNELHEID{EPSHI( 1/S)} HW"

$"VLOEISPANNING{SIGVO(N/M**Z)} IN VERTICALE WALSSPLP:ET"

$"VLOEISPANNING{SIGHO(N/M**Z)} IN HOR. WALSSPLEET"

LH =SORT(RH*(HIH-HUH»

=(LH/RH)*(1.0-«5.0*LH)/(6.0*HIH»)
=( HIH-HUH) / (Z •.O*TAN( ALFIH) )-RH*SIN( ALFSH)
=HIH-Z.O*XSH*TAN(ALFIH)

ALFSH
XSH
HSH

SIGHO =«1.64S*EXP(47Z0.0/(Z37.0+TEMP»+17.933*ALOGIO(EPSH» •••
*1.0E6)*EXP«MU*LH)/(HIH+HUH»

BUH =BIH*EXP«.61*ALOG(HIH/HUH»*«HIH/BIH)**1.3) ••.
*EXP«-.3Z*HIH)/SQRT(RH*(HIH-HUH»»

BSH =« HSH-HUH) / (HIH-HUH) )*( BIH-BUH)+BUH

EPSH =«16.0*«TAN(ALFIH»**Z)*VHNA*HUH)/«HIH**Z-HUH**Z)* •••
SQRT(3.0»)*(1.0/(4.0*SIN(ALFIH»+(1.0/(4.0 •••
*«TAN(ALFIH»**Z»)*(ALOG(1.0/(Z.0*SIN(ALFIH»+.5) ••.
+ALOG(Z.O*TAN(ALFIH»»*ALOG(HIH/HUH)

SIGVO =«1.645*EXP(4720.0/(Z37.0+TEMP»+17.933*ALOGI0 •••
(EPSV»*1.0E6)*EXP«MU*LV)/(BIV+BUV»

VH =(NHO*Z.0*3.14159*RH)/60.0
VHNA =(VH*BSH*HSH*COS(ALFSH»/(HUH*BUH)
OMH =(NHO*Z.0*3.14159)/60.0

MOMH =«HIH**Z-HUH**Z)*SIGHO*BIH*EPSH*RH)/(8.0*VH* •••
TAN(ALFIH»+(RH*BIH*SIGHO*VHNA*TAN(ALFIH)*HUH)/(Z.O •••

MOMV =«BIV**Z-BUV**Z)*SIGVO*HIV*EPSV*RV)/(8.0*VV*TAN(ALFIV •••
»+(RV*HIV*SIGVO*VVNA*TAN(ALFIV)*BUV)/(Z.O*VV*SQRT•••
(3.0»+(SIGVO*HIV*RV)/(VV*COS(ALFIV)*SQRT(3.0»* •••
«(VVNA*BUV)/(Z.O*SIN(ALFIV»)*ALOG(BIV*BUV/(BSV**Z»+•••
VV*«BIV-BUV)/(Z.O*TAN(ALFIV»-Z.O*XSV»

*SQRT(3.0»)*( J .O/(4.0*SIN(ALFIV»+( 1.0/(4.0 •••
*«TAN(ALFIV»**Z»)*(ALOG(1.0/(Z.0*SIN(ALFIV»+.5) ••.
+ALOG(Z.O*TAN(ALFIV»»*ALOG(BIV/BUV)

ALFH =SQRT«HIH-HUH)/RH)
ALFIH =ATAN«(HIH-HUH)/Z.O)/(RH*SIN(ALFH»)

$"WALSMOMENT PER HOR. WALSROL{MOMH(NM)}"

$"OMTREKSNELH. HOR. WALSROL{VH(M/S)},SNELH. MATERIAAL NA WALSEN"
$"{VHNA(M/S)}.HOEKSNELH.WALSROL{OMH(RAD/S)} "

S"NEUTRALE HOEK{ALFSH(RAD)}.- PLAATS{XSH(M)} EN - DIKTE{HSH(M)} HW"

$"WALSMOMENT{MOMV(NM)} PER VERTICALE WALSROL"

S"CONTACTBOOGLENGTE{LH(M)} HW"

$" INGRIJPHOEK{ALFH( RAD)} EN MATERIAALHOEK{ALFIH( RAD)} H\.J"

$"BREEDTE MATERIAAL NA WALSEN{ BUHOO} HW "
$"NEUTRALE BREEDTE MATERIAAL IN WALSSPLEET{BSH(M)} HW"

1Z100
1ZZ00
IZ300
1Z400
1Z500
1Z600
1Z700
1Z800
lZ900
13000
13100
13Z00
13300
13400
13500
13600
13700
13800
13900
14000
14100
14Z00
14300
14400
14500
14600
L4700
14800
14900
15000
.15100
15Z00
15300
15400
15500
15600
15700
15800
15900
16000
16100
16200
16300
16400
16500
16600
16700
16800
16900
17000
17100
17Z00
17300
17400
17500
17600
17700
17800
17900
18000
18100
18Z00
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$"UlTTREDETIJD MATERlAAL UIT VERT.WALSSPLEET( S)"

$"BEGlNWAARDEN HOEKSNELHEID ASSEN VERT.WALS(RAO/S)"

TSH =LH*60.0/(NHO*2.0*3.l41S9*RH)

$"BEGlNWAAROEN HOEKSNELHEOEN(RAO/S) ASSEN HOR. WALSROLPAAR"

=1.382*NVO
=1.382*OMV
=MOMV/I.382
=2.0*MOMVl
=NVOl1-(MOMV2*A2V/(GlSV*KIV*AIV))*(60.0/(2.0*3.141SlJ))
=NVlSll*2.0*3.141S9/60.0
=ALFSV*RV/LV
=ALFSH*RH/LH
=0.0
=(A2V/(AIV*KIV*GISV))*(60.0/(2.0*3.141S9))
=«(BUV+(1.0-XH)*(BUH-BIH))*(HUV-(1.0-XH**2)* •••

(HlH-HUH)))/«HlV+(1.0-XV)*(HUV-HIV))*(BlV-(1.0-XV**Z) •••
*(BIV-BUV))))*RH/RV

=1.382*AVH*NHO+CV*MOMV2-1.382*AVH*CH*MOMH
=NVOI2*2.0*3.14IS9/60.0
=NVOI2-(MOMV2*CV)
=NVlSI2*2.0*3.14IS9/60.0
=OUTSW(J,l.0)
=P*OMVSI1+Q*OMVSlZ
=P*OMVll+Q*OMVI2
=OMH-(CH*MOMH*.S*2.0*3.141S9/60.0)

NVOll
OMVll
MOMVl
M0I1V2
NVlSII
OMVSI I
XV
XH
CH
CV
AVH

NVOl2
OMVl2
NVlSI2
OMVSl2
P,Q
m1VS
OMVl
OMHS

F100 =OMH
F3DO =OMH
F200 =OMH
F400 =OMH
FSDO =OMH
F6DO =OMH
F700 =OMH
F800 =OMH
F900 =OMH
F10DO =OMH
FllDO =OMH

F12DO =OMVS
F13DO =OMVS
F14DO =OMVS
FI500 =0l1VS
F1600 =OMVS
F1700 =OMVS
F1800 =OMVS
F1900 =OMVS

*VH*SQRT(3.0))+(SIGHO*BlH*RH)/(VH*COS(ALFlH)* •••
SQRT(3.0))*«(VHNA*HUH)/(2.0*SIN(ALFIH)))*ALOG(HIH*HUH •••
/(HSH**2))+VH*«HlH-HUH)/(2.0*TAN(ALFlH))-2.0*XSH))

$"INTREDETIJD{TSH(S)} MATERlAAL IN HOR. WALS"

$"BEREKENlNG REFERENTIEHOEKSNELHEIO{ OMVl (RAO/ S)} VERT. WALS EN"
$"WERKELIJKE HOEKSNELHElD TIJOENS STATIONAlR WALSEN VERT.WALS "
$"{OMVS(RAO/S)} EK HOR.WALS{OMHS(RAD/S)} ~1ET BEHULP VA'S It

$"EXACTE EN PRESET METHODE "

18300
18400
18500
18600
18700
18800
18900
19000
19100
19200
19300
19400
19500
19600
19700
19800
19900
20000
20100
20200
20300
20400
20500
20600
20700
20800
2.0900
21000
21100
21200
21300
21400
21500
21600
21700
21800
21lJOO
22000
22100
22200
22300
22400
22500
22600
22700
22800
22900
23000
23100
23200
23300
23400
23500
23600
23700
23800
23900
24000
24100
24200
24300
24400
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S"VEERSTIJFHEIO MATERIAAL IN HOR. WALSSPLEET{KH(N/M)}"

TSV =LV/(OMVS*RV)

$"BEREKENING CONSTANTEN{GAIN(V.S/RAD),GAINF(V.S/RAD),GAINR(V.S/RAD),"
$"GAIN3( v. S/ RAD) ,GAIN J( v. S/ RAD) ,GAIN6(l / S) .GA IN7(l / OHM)} ,MOTOR- "
$"EoM.K. VAN HOR. EN VERT. MOTOREN{UPRHO(WB.RAD/S),UPRVO(WB.RAD/S)} "
$"OP T=O , UIIGANG STROOMREG. HOR. EN VERT. {USTHO(V) ,USTVO(V)} "
$"OP T=O , ROTORSTR00M VERT. MOTOR{lRVO(A)} OP T=O "

LIV =2.8
LEV =MASS/(RO*HIV*BIV)-LIV*BUV*HIH/(BIV*HIV)
QIV =.25*(SIN(2.0*ATAN(LEV»+SIN(2.0*ATAN(LIV») •••

+.5*(ATAN(LEV)+ATAN(LIV»
Q2V =.0208333*«SIN(2.0*ATAN(LEV»)**3*(SIN(2.0 ••.

*ATAN(LIV»)**3)+.0625*(ATAN(LEV)+ATAN(LIV» •••
-.015625*(SIN(4.0*ATAN(LEV»+SIN(4.0*ATAN(LIV»)

Q3V =.25*(l.0/«1.0+LIV**2)**2)-1.0/«1.0+LEV**2)**2»

LEH =2.8
LIH =0.0
QIH =.25*(SIN(2.0*ATAN(LEH»+SIN(2.0*ATAN(LIH») ..•

+.5*(ATAN(LEH)+ATAN(LIH»
Q2H =.0208333*«SIN(2.0*ATAN(LEH»)**3+(SIN(2.0*ATAN ••.

(LIH»)**3)+.0625*(ATAN(LEH)+ATAN(LIH»-.Ol5625 •.•
*(SIN(4.0*ATAN(LEH»+SIN(4.0*ATAN(LIH»)

Q3H =.25*(1.0/«1.0+LIH**2)**2)-1.0/«1.0+LEH**2)**2»
CNlH =«(I.O-NU)*BIH*(HIH**5)*QIH)/(80.0*(1.0-2.0*NU» •••

+«BIH*HIH)**3)*QIH/72.0+(BIH**3)*(HIH**5)*Q2H/480.0) • .•
*(EM/(2.0*(1.0+NU»)

CN2H =(.5*BIH*HIH*QIH+«1.0-NU)*BIH*(HIH**3)*Q2H/3.0) •••
/(1.0-2.0*NU»*(EM!(2.0*(1.0+NU»)

CN3H =«(1.0-NU)*(HIH**3)*BIH*QIH)/(3.0*(1.0-2.0*NU»+ ••.
(HIH**5)*BIH*Q2H/40.0)*(EM/(2.0*(1.0+NU»)

CN4H =«2.0*NU*BIH*(HIH**3)*Q3H)/(3.0*(1.0-2.0*NU»+ .••
(HIH**3)*BIH*Q3H/6.0)*(EM/(2.0*(1.0+NU»)

CNH =(2.0*CN3H)/(CN4H**2+4.0*CN2H*CN3H)
KH =BIH/(CNH*HIH)

$"VEERSTIJFHEID MATERIAAL IN VERT. WALSSPLEET{KV(N/M)}"

=AIH*KlH
=GlSH*Ot-lH
=(ARSIN(UPRHO/UGHO»/F
=USTHO
=USTHO
=USTHO
=USTHO
=oUTSW ( I , I .0)
=AIH*K3HF
=AI H'~K3HR
=Z*GAINF+Y*GAINR
=AIV*KIV
=MOMV2/GISV
=IRV')*i~ "'-, ., ,
=IRVO
=IRVO*RBELV
=GISV*F1200
=(ARSIN«UPRVO+DUVIO)/UGO»/F
=1.0/TAU2V
=l.O/RBELV

GAIN
UPRHO
USTHO
USTHOI
USTH02
USTH03
USTH04
Y,Z
GAINF
GAINR
GAIN3
GAINl
IRVO
IRVOI
IRV02
DUVIO
UPRVO
USTVO
GAIN6
GAIN7

24500
24600
24700
24800
24900
25000
25100
25200
25300
25400
25500
25600
25700
25800
25900
26000
26100
26200
26300
26400
26500
26600
26700

26900
27000
27100
27200
27300
27400
27500
27600
27700
27~00

27900
28000
28100
2R200
28300
2R400
28500
28600
28700
28800
28900
29000
29100
29200
29300
29400
29500
29600
29700
29800
29900
30000
30100
30200
30300
30400
30500
30600



30700
30800
30900
31000
31100
31200
31300
31400
31500
31600
31700
31800
31900
32000
32100
32200
32300
32400
32500
32600
32700
32800
32900
33000
33100
33200
33300
33400
33500
33600
13700
33800
33900
34000
34100
34200
34300
34400
34500
34600
34700
34800
34900
35000
35100
35200
35300
35400
35500
35600
35700
35800
35900
36000
36100
36200
36300
36400
36500
36600
36700
36800

CNIV =«(1.0-NU)*HIV*(BIV**5)*QIV)/(80.0*(1.0-2.0*NU» ••.
+«HIV*BIV)**3)*QIV/72.0+(HIV**3)*(BIV**5) •••
*Q2V/480.0)*(EM/(2.0*(1.0+NU»)

CN2V =(.5*HIV*BIV*QIV+«1.0-NU)*HIV*(BIV**3)*Q2V/3.0) •••
/(1.0-2.0*NU»*(EM/(2.0*(1.0+NU»)

CN3V =«(1.0-NU)*(BIV**3)*HIV*QIV)/(3.0*(1.0-2.0*NU» •••
+(BIV**5)*HIV*Q2V/40.0)*(EM/(2*(I+NU»)

CN4V =«2.0*NU*HIV*(BIV**3)*Q3V)/(3.0*(1.0-2.0*NU» •••
+(BIV**3)*HIV*Q3V/6.0)*(EM/(2*(I+NU»)

CNV =(2.0*CN3V)/(CN4V**2+4.0*CN2V*CN3V)
KV =HIV/(CNV*BIV)

S"VEERSTIJFHEID HATERIAAL TUSSEN WALSROLPAREN{KP(N/M)}"

KP =EM*HIH*BUV/2.8

$"HOEKVERDRAAIINGEN MASSATRAAGHEIDSMOMENTEN VERT .WALS( RAD)"

A =(1.0/(2.0*KV*(RV**2»+1.0/C1719+1.0/CI517)/(1.0 •••
/(KV*(RV**2»+1.0/CI618+1.0/CI516+1.0/CI719+1.0/CI517)

F180 =(A-.5)*MOMV2/(2.0*KV*(RV**2»
F190 =-FI80
F160 =FI80+A*MOMV2/CI618
F170 =FI90+(I-A)*MOMV2/CI719
F150 =FI60+A*MOMV2/C1516
i140 =F150+MOMV2/CI415
F130 =FI40+MOMV2/C1314
F120 =FI30+MOMV2/CI213

$"LENGTE MATERIAAL VOOR HART VERT. WALSROL {STUK(M)} EN VOOR"
$"UiGRIJPEN VERT.WALS{STUKl(M)} "

VT =MASS/RO
V3 =(2.8-RH*SIN(ALFH»*HUV*BUV
V2 =(BIV*RV*SI~(ALFV)-2.0*(.5*ALFV*(RV**2)-.5*(RV**2) •••

*SIN(ALFV)*COS(ALFV»)*HIV
STUK =(VT-V3-V2)/(HIV*BIV)
STUKI =STUK-RV*SI~(ALFV)

END I~ITIAL

DYNAMIC

DERIVATIVE VEHA

CINTERVAL CINT=.0009766

$"BEREKENING CORRECTIEPULSEN{USLXl(RAD/S),USLX2(RAD/S)}"

OMI =HO*PULSE(DELAY,5.0,TIJD,T)
USLXl =MM*OMI

PROCEDURAL(TT = AFST)
TT =0.0

IF(AFST.LT.STUKl)GO TO L40
TT =1.0

L40 •• CONTI NUE
TTT =INTEG(TT,O.O)
OM2 =HOI*TT

IF(TTT.LE.TIJDI)GO TO L50
OM2 =0.0

L50 •• CONTINUE
END PROCEDURAL

136
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36900
37000
37100
37200
37300
37400
37500
37600
37700
37800
37900
38000
38100
38200
38300
38400
38500
38600
38700
38800
38900
39000
39100
39200
39300
39400
39500
39600
39700
39800
39900
40000
40100
40200
40300
40400
40500
40600
40700
40800
40900
41000
41100
41200
41300
41400
41500
41600
41700
41800
41900
42000
42100
42200
42300
42400
42500
42600
42700
42800
42900
43000

USLX2 ==MM*OM2

$"EL.MECH. KOPPEL{ TEV(N.M)} , UITGANG TO£RE~REG. {UISOLV(V)} , UlTGANG
$"STROOMREG.{USTV(V)} , ROTORSTROOM{IRV(A)} VERT. MOTOR

TEV =GISV*IRV
ERV1 =OMVI-F12D-USLX2
DW1V =GAIN1*ERV1
UISOLV =LEDLAG(TAU1V.(TAU1V*ALPHAV),DW1V,IRV01)
UPRV =GISV*F12D
UIISTV =A2V* IRV
ERV2 =UISOLV-UIISTV
ERV21 =K2V*ERV2
ERV22 =GAI~6*ERV21

ERV23 ==INTEG(ERV22,USTVO)
USTV =ERV23+ERV21
DUV1 =UGO*SIN(USTV*F)-UPRV
DUV12 =GAIN7*DUV1
IRV =REALPL(TAU2V,DUV12,IRV02)

$"EL.MECH. KOPPELS BOVENMOTOREN{TE1(N.M),TE2(N.M)} EN O~DERMOTOREN "
$"{TE3(N.M) ,TE4(N.M)} , UITGANG TOERENREG. BOVENMOTOR{UISOLH(V)} EN "
$"ONDERMOTOR{USOLH3(V)} , UITGANGEN STROOMREG. BOVE~MOTOREN{USTHl(V),"

$"USTH2(V)} EN ONDERMOTOREN(USTH3(V),USTH4(V)} , ROTORSTROHEN BOVEN- "
$"MOTOREN {IR1 (A), IR2(A)} EN ONDERMOTOREN{ IR3( A), IR4(V)} "

TE2 =GISH*IR2
UROTH2 =GISH*F2D
ERH2 =UISOLH-UISTH2
ERH21 =K2H*ERH2
ERH22 =ERH21/TAU2H
ERH23 ==INTEG(ERH22,USTHOl)
USTH2 =ERH21+ERH23
UG2 =UGHO*SIN(USTH2*F)
DUH2 =UG2-UROTH2
DUH21 =DUH2/RBELH
IR2 =REALPL(TAUR,DUH21,0.0)
UISTH2 =A2H*IR2
TEL =GISH*IRI
UROTH 1 =G ISH*F 10
DELOMH =OMH-F2D+USLXl
DEL =GAIN*DELOMH
UISOLH ==LEDLAG(TAUIH,(ALPHAH*TAUIH),DEL,O.O)
ERH1 =UISOLH-UISTHI
ERH 11 =K2H*ERH 1
ERH12 =ERHll/TAU2H
ERH13 =INTEG(ERH12,USTH02)
USTHI =ERH11+ERH13
UG1 =UGHO*SIN(USTHl*F)
DUH1 =UGI-UROTHI
DUH1l =OUHl/RBELH
IRI =REALPL(TAUR,OUH11 ,0.0)
UISTH1 =A2H*IR1
TE4 =GISH*IR4
UROTH4 =GISH*FIOO
ERH4 =USOLH3-UISTH4
ERH41 =K2H*ERH4
ERH42 =ERH41/TAU2H
ERH43 =INTEG(ERH42,USTH03)
USTH4 =ERH41+ERH43
UG4 =UGHO*SIN(USTH4*F)
DUH4 =UG4-UROTH4

"
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$"HOEKVERDRAAIINGEN(RAD) MASSATRAGHEIDSMOMENTEN VW EN HW"

$"MASSATR.MOM. MATERlAAL{THETAV(KG.M**2),THETAH(KG.M**2)} EN WALS-"
$"ROLLEN{J18(KG.M**2),JI9(KG.M**2),J6(KG.M**Z),J7(KG.M**2)} VAN "
$"RESP. VERT.WALS EN HOR.WALS. ALS FUNCTIE VAN TIJD II

$"INTREDEMOMENT{TWH(N.M)} AAN HOR.WALSROLLEN"

YF =(MOMH/TSH)*RAMP(O.O,T)
TWH =BOU~~(O.O,MOMH,YF)

Fl =INTEG(FID,O.O)
F2 =INTEG(FZD,O.O)
F3 =INTEG(F3D,0.0)
F4 =INTEG(F4D,0.0)
F5 =INTEG(F5D,0.0)
F6 =INTEG(F6D,0.0)
F7 =INTEG(F7D,0.0)
F8 =INTEG(F8D,0.0)
F9 =INTEG(F9D,0.0)
FlO =INTEG(FI0D,0.0)
Fl1 =INTEG(FIID,O.O)
F12 =INTEG(F12D,FI20)
F13 =INTEG(FI3D,FI30)

=FAC*RO*HIH*BIH*1.4*«RH*BSH*HSH*COS(ALFSH)/(HIH*BIH» •••
**2)+HUH*BUH*RO*«RH*HSH*BSH*COS(ALFSH)/(HUH*BUH»** •••
3)*OMHS*RAMP(0.0,T)-RO*HIH*BIH*«RH*HSH*BSH*COS(~LFSH)•••
/(HIH*BIH»**3)*OMHS*TI

=INTEG(CO,O.O)
=.5*THETAH+.72E4
=J6
=RO*BUV*HUV*1.4*«RV*HSV*BSV*COS(ALFSV)/(HUV*BUV»**2) •..

+(MASS-RO*HIH*BIH*2.B)*«RV*BSV*HSV*COS(ALFSV)/ .••
(HIV*BIV»**2)-RO*BIV*HIV*«RV*HSV*BSV*COS(ALFSV)/ ••.
(BIV*HIV»**3)*OMV*RAMP(0.0,T)

=(.~~rHETVI)/(1.382**2)+.41E4

=J18

=DUH4/RBELH
=REALPL(TAUR,DUH41 ,0.0)
=A2H*IR4
=GISH*IR3
=GISH*FIID
=OMH-FI0D+USLXl
=GAIN3*DOMH3
=DEL3
=OEL31/TAUIH
=INTEG(DEL3Z,0.0)
=DEL31+0EL33
=LEDLAG(TAUIH,ALPHA3*TAUIH,DEL3,0.0)
=Z*FOR+Y*REV
=USOLH3-UISTH3
=KZH*ERH3
=ERH31/TAUZH
=INTEG(ERH3Z,USTH04)
=ERH 31 +ERH 33
=UGHO*SIN(USTH3*f)
=UG3-UROTH3
=OUH3/RBELH
=REALPL(TAUR,DUH31 ,0.0)
=A2H*IR3

THETAH

DUH41
IR4
UISTH4
TE3
UROTH3
DOMH3
DEL3
DEL31
DEL32
DEL33
FOR
REV
USOLH3
ERH3
ERH31
ERH32
ERH33
USTH3
UG3
DUH3
DUH31
IR3
UISTH3

J18
J19

TI
J6
J7
THETAV

43100
43200
43300
43400
43500
43600
43700
43800
43900
44000
44100
44200
44300
44400
44500
44600
44700
44800
44900
45000
45100
45200
45300
45400
45500
45600
45700
4·5800
45900
46000
46100
46200
46300
46400
46500
46600
46700
46800
46900
47000
47100
47200
47300
47400
47500
47600
47700
47HOO
47900
48000
48100
48200
48300
48400
48500
48600
48700
48800
48900
49000
49100
49200
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$"HOEKSNELHEDEN(RAD/S) MAASATRAAGHEIDSMOMENTEl'< VW E~ HW"

f14 =1NTEG(FI4D.F140)
FI5 =I~TEG(FI5D.F150)

F16 =1NTEG(F16D.F160)
F17 =INTEG(FI7D.F170)
F18 =1NTEG(F18D.F180)
F19 =1NTEG(FI9D,FI90)

FIDD =(TEI-TI2)/JH
F2DD =(T12+TE2-C23*(F2-F3)-DH*(F2D-F3D»/JH
F3DD =(C23*(F2-F3)+DH*(F2D-F3D)-C34*(F3-F4)-DH*(F3D-F4D»/J3
F4DD =(C34*(F3-F4)+DH*(F3D-F4D)-C45*(F4-F5)-DH*(F4D-F5D»/J4
F5DD =(C45*(F4-F5)+DH*(F4D-F5D)-C56*(F5-F6)-DH*(F5D-F6D»/J5
F6DD =(C56*(F5-F6)+DH*(F5D-F6D)-TWH-KH*(RH**2)*(F6-F7)-FP*RH•..

-DP*(F6D-F7D»/J6
F7DD =(C78*(F8-F7)+OH*(F8D-F7D)-TWH-KH*(RH**2)*(F7-F6)-FP*RH•••

-DP*(F7D-F6D»/J7
f8DD =(C89*(F9-F8)+DH*(F9D-F8D)-C78*(F8-F7)-DH*(F8D-F7D»/J8
F9DD =(C910*(FI0-F9)+DH*(FIOD-F9D)-C89*(F9-F8)-DH*(F9D-F8D))/J9

$"TREKKRACHT{FTR(N)} IN MATER1AAL TUSSEN HOR. EN VERT.WALS"

"
"

"

=1NTEG(FIDD.FIDO)
=1NTEG(F2DD,F2DO)
=INTEG(F3DD.F3DO)
=1NTEG(F4DD.F4DO)
=1NT~G(F5DD.F5DO)

=1NTEG(F6DD.FhDO)
=1NTEG(F7DD.F7DO)
=1NTEG(F8DD.F8DO)
=1NTEG(F9DD.F900)
=1NTEG(FI0DO.FI0DO)
=1NTEG(Fl1DD.FI100)
=1NTEG(FI2DD.FI2DO)
=INTEG(F13DD,FI3DO)
=1NT~G(FI4DD.FI4DO)

=1NT~G(FI5DD.FI5DO)

=INTEG(FI6DD.FI6DO)
=1NTEG(FI7DD.F17DO)
=1NTEG(F18DD,F18DO)
=1NTEG(FI9DD.FI9DO)
=FI8D/l.382
=F19D/1.3H2

XI8 =RV*HSV*BSV*COS(ALFSV)*FI8/(HUV*BUV*I.382)
XI9 =RV*HSV*BSV*COS(ALFSV)*F19/(HUV*BUV*I.382)
XIRD =RV*HSV*BSV*COS(ALFSV)*FI8D/(HUV*BUV*1.382)
X19D =RV*HSV*BSV*COS(ALFSV)*FI9D/(HUV*BUV*1.382)
X6 =RH*BSH*HSH*COS(ALFSH)*F6/(H1H*B1H)
X7 =RH*BSH*HSH*COS(ALFSH)*F7/(H1H*B1H)
X60 =RH*BSH*HSH*COS(ALFSH)*F6D/(HIH*B1H)
X7D =RH*BSH*HSH*COS(ALFSH)*F7D/(H1H*B1H)

FP =.25*(KPI*(X6+X7-X18-X19)+DMP1*(X6D+X7D-X18D-XI9D»
FTR =2.0*FP

FID
F2D
F3D
f4D
F5D
F6D
FlO
F8D
f9D
FIOD
F 11 0
F12D
FI3D
F14D
F15D
F16D
fI7D
F18D
f19D
F1801
f19D1

$"HOEKVERSNELL1NGEN(RAD/S**2) MASSATRAAGHEIDSMOMENTEN VW EN HW"

$"VERPLAATSING~N MATER1AAL AAN VERT.WALS{X18(M).XI9(M)} EN AAN
$"HOR.WALS{Xn(M) .X7(H)} ALSMEDE BETREFFENDE SNELHEDEN{XlbD(M/S).
$"X19D(M/S).X6D(M/S,X7D(M/S)} •

49300
49400
49500
49600
49700
49800
49900
50000
50100
50200
50300
50400
50500
50600
50700
50800
50900
51000
51100
51200
51300
51400
51500
51600
51700
51800
51900
52000
52100
52200
52300
52~OO

52500
52600
52700
52800
52900
53000
53100
53200
5330(J
53400
53500
53600
53700
53800
53900
54000
54100
54200
54300
54400
54500
54600
54700
54800
54900
55000
55100
55200
55300
55400
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$"KOPPELS( NM) IN ASSEN HOR. EN VERT. WALS"

$"BEREKENEN UITTREDEVOORWAARDEN: VEERSTIJFH. VERT. WALSSPLEET {KVI( N/M)} ."
$"VEERSTIJFH. TUSSEN VW EN HW{KPI(N/M)} , DEMPINGSFACTOR MATERIAAL
$"IN WALSSPLEET{DPI(N.M.S/RAD)} EN TUSSEN WALSROLPAREN{DMPI(N.S)}, "
$"M. TR.MOM. ~1ATERlAAL{THETVI(KG.M**2)} EN MOMENTVERLOOP{TWV(N.M)} AAN "
$"VERT.WALSROLLEN. "

F10DD =(T1011+TE4-C910*(F10-F9)-DH*(F10D-F9D»/JH
F11DD =(TE3-T1011)/JH
f12DD =(TEV-C1213*(F12-F13)-DH*(F12D-F13D»/J12
F13DD =(C1213*(F12-F13)-C1314*(F13-F14)+DH*(F12D-F13D)-DH* •••

*(F13D-F14D»/J13
F14DD =(C1314*(F13-F14)-C1415*(F14-F15)+DH*(F13D-F14D)-DH* ••.

(F14D-F15D»/J14
F15DD =(C1415*(F14-F15)-C1516*(F15-F16)+DH*(F14D-F15D)-DH* •••

(F15D-F16D)-C1517*(F15-F17)-D1517*(F15D-F17D»/JI5
F16DD =(C1516*(FI5-F16)-C161S*(F16-F18)+DH*(F15D-F16D)-DH* ••.

(F16D-F18D»/J16
F17DD =(C1517*(F15-F17)-C1719*(F17-F19)+DH*(F15D-FI7D)-DH* •••

(F 17D-Fl9D» / J 17
F18DD =(C1618*(F16-F18)+DH*(F16D-FI8D)-TWV-KVI*(RV**2)* •••

(F18-F19)-DPI*(F18D-F19D)+(FP*RV/1.382»/J18
F19DD =(C1719*(F17-F19)+DH*(F17D-F19D)-TWV-KVI*(RV**2)* .•.

(F19-F18)-DPI*(F19D-F18D)+(FP*RV/1.382»/J19

=C12*(F1-F2)+DH*(F1D-F2D)
=C23*(F2-F3)+DH*(f2D-F3D)
=C34*(F3-F4)+DH*(F3D-F4D)
=C45*(F4-F5)+DH*(F4D-F5D)
=C56*(F5-F6)+DH*(F5D-f6D)
=C78*(F8-F7)+DH*(F8D-F7D)
=C89*(F9-F8)+DH*(F9D-F8D)
=C910*(FIO-F9)+DH*(F10D-F9D)
=C12*(F11-F10)+DH*(FlID-F10D)
=C1213*(F12-F13)+DH*(F12D-F13D)
=C1314*(F13-F14)+DH*(F13D-F14D)
=C1415*(F14-F15)+DH*(F14D-F15D)
=C1516*(F15-FI6)+DH*(F15D-F16D)
=(C1618*(F16-F18)+DH*(F16D-F18D»*1.382
=C1517*(F15-F17)+DH*(F15D-F17D)
=(C1719*(F17-F19)+DH*(F17D-F19D»*1.382

KV1
KPI
DP1

KVl
KP1
DP1
DMPI
THET1
CO
FAC

VVVOOR =HSV*BSV*RV*.5*(F18DI+FI9DI)*COS(ALFSV)/(HIV*BIV)
AFST =INTEG(VVVOOR,O.O)
KVI =KV1*KV
KPI =KPl*KP
DPI =DPl*DP
DMPI =DMPl*DMP
THETVI =THET1*THETAV

PROCEDURAL(DMP1.DPl,KV1,KP1,THET1,CO,FAC,TWV = AFST)
= 1. 0
= 1.0
=1.0
= 1.0
=1.0
=0.0
=1.0

IF(AFST.LE.STUK)GO TO LI0
=0.0
=0.0
=0.0

T12
T23
T34
T45
T56
178
T89
T910
T1011
T1213
Tl314
Tl415
Tl516
T161S
T1517
T 1719

55500
55600
55700
55800
55900
56000
56100
56200
56300
56400
56500
56600
56700
56/:WO
56900
57000
57100
57200
57300
57400
57500
57600
57700
57800
57900
58000
58100
5·8200
58300
58400
58500
58600
58700
58800
58900
59000
59100
59200
59300
59400
59500
59600
59700
59800
59900
60000
60100
60200
60300
60400
60500
60600
60700
60800
60900
61000
61100
61200
61300
61400
61500
61600
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END DERIVATIVE

TERMT(T.CT.TFIN)

END DYNA...'1 I C

TERMINAL

=0.0
=0.0
=1.0
=2.0

LIO •• CONTINUE
=0.0

IF(AFST.LE.STUKl)GO TO L20
=MOMVI/TSV

L20 •• CONTINUE
=MOMVI-INTEG(CONST,O.O)

IF(TWV.GT.O.O)GO TO L30
=0.0

L30 •• CONTINUE
END PROCEDURAL

CONST

CONST

DMPI
THET 1
CO
FAC

TWV

TWV

END TERMINAL
END PROGRAM

61700
61800
61900
62000
62100
62200
62300
62400
62500
62600
62700
62800
62900
63000
63100
63200
63300
63400
63500
63600
63700
63800
63900
64000
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B

b

c

c

C

C

c
1
,c

2
c ..
~ J

: cross sectional area; m2

: armature electric loading, A m- 1

-1
: feed back factor of the speed, Vs rad

: magnetic flux density, T

: width of slab, m

· lower critical magnetic field, T·
· upper critical magnetic field, T·

torsional spring constant,
-1

: Nm rad

· critical parameter of machine, -·
: capacitance, F

control deviation, rad
-1 -1 -1· s N m·

factors according appendix 3, rad
-1· constant to s·

torsional spring Nm -1
: constant, rad

D : diameter, m

d. . : torsional damping coefficient, Nm s rad- 1
~ J

E

EA·
~n

Ed
E.
~n

Eout
Eout
.1E 1 ,.1E2

f

f

F
P

f
s

G

: kinetic energy of the slab, Nm

: mechanical energy offered to the system by the motor, Nm

: energy dissipated in a damper, Nm

: kinetic energy of the slab before entry, Nm

· kinetic energy of the slab behind the roll bite, Nm·
: energy used for the deformation process, Nm

: change of kinetic energy of mass moment of inertia, Nm

: conductor circumferential factor, -
-1

: frequency s

: force in the slab between the stands of the mill, N

: frequency of torsional vibration, s-l

: machine constant, H
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h · factor to divide a resistor ~n two parts, -·
h : height of slab, m

h convection heat transfer coefficient,
-2 -1

: Wm K
c -2 -4

h · radiation heat transfer coefficient, Wm K·ra

~ : current, A

I : current, A

~ : transmission ratio, -
i ibi : phase currents, Aa c

-2J : current density, A m

J,JM,J i : mass moment of inertia, kg m2

J* : rolling power, W

J; : deformation power, W

J~ : friction power in deformation process, W

JS : equivalent mass moment of inertia of the slab, kg m2

J~ : power supplied to deformation process by stresses ~n the material

between two stands, W

: power needed to account for a model imperfection, W

-1
: length of a complex vector, V rad

-1
: spring constant of the slab, Nm

: linear factor of convertor, -

: proportional amplifying factor of current regulator
. . -1 -1

: thermal conduct~v~ty, W m K

: proportional amplifying factor of speed regulator, -

: distance, length, m

: length of a bar, em

: length, m

: inductance, H

: contact-arc length, m
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m

M

M

n

N

p

p

q

Q

Q

Q

r

s

s
s

t

t

T

T

T

: mass, kg

: mass, kg

: mutual inductance, H

: mass of the slab, kg

: mass of the slab behind the roll bite, kg

: number of stages, -
-1

: rotational speed, rev m~n of rev s_1

L 1 t rad S
-1: ap ace opera or,

: power, W

-2
: rate of heat transfer per unity of area, W m

: magnetic field energy, J

: heat, J

: rate of heat transfer, W

: radius, m

: radius of a roll, m

: resistance, ~

: radius, m

: radius of a roll, m

: transfer function of current regulator, 

: transfer function of speed regulator, -

: contour, m
-1

: coefficient ~n mutual inductance calculations, H cm
-1: entropy JoK

: torque, Nm

: time, s

: temperature, K

: torque, Nm
-1

: feed back factor of the rotor current V A
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u

u ,u. ,u
abc

ii

uab
u

y

uk
U

U1ref
Upot
UROT
Uz

v

vrel
v

W
V

V

w

w
w

x

x

z

: linear diplacement in x-direction, m

: phase voltages V

: amplitude of a phase voltage V

: coupled phase voltage V
-1

: speed of material in y-direction m s

: procentual short circuit voltage, -

: internal energy, J

: reference voltage, V

: potential energy in a torsional spring, Nm

: motor e.m.f., V

: zener voltage

-1: linear speed of slab, m s
-1

: relative speed between roll and slab, m s

: circumferential speed of the rolls m s-l

: volume, m3

: linear displacement in y-direction, m

: linear displacement in z-direction, m

: compressor energy input, J

: work, J

: variable to indicate a phase, m

: penetration depth of field in conductor, m

: place of neutral zone, m

f f . f . . n-1: trans er unct~on 0 rotor convertor c~rcu~t, l~
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a'

Pe
p.
~

(J

T

T

(j)'
.~

w

: reduction factor, 

: delay angle, rad

: factor ~n the transfer function of the speed regulator, 

: angle of contact in figure 7.7., rad

: angle ~n figure 7.2., rad

: angle to indicate the place of the neutral zone, rad

: thickness, m

: emissivity, -

: effective deformation speed, s-1
-1

: mean effective deformation speed, s

: efficiency, -

: angle of overlap, rad

: function coefficient, -
. -7-1

: permeability of free space, 4TI·10 H m

: conduction interval, rad

: cycle efficiency, -

: density, kg m3

: conductor resistivity, Qm

: diameter of bar, cm
-1

: angular frequency, rad s
-2: flow stress, Nm

-2: stresses, Nm
-2: effective stress Nm

: time constant, s
-2: shear stress, Nm

: phase difference, rad

: angular displacement, rad
-1: angular speed, rad s

-2: angular acceleration, rad s

: flux ~/eber

: relative damping factor
-1

: angular speed, rad s
-1

: circle frequency, rad s
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Indices:

av : average

A : armature

ANK : rotor

br : convertor

BEL : load

c : critical

c : coil

c : commutation

cd : conductor

compr : compressor

conv · conventional·
CRY : cryostat

CV : convector
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d

D

DC

eq

I,d

E

f

f

F_

g

H

~

~

ij

I

: direct (voltage)

: delay

: direct current

: equivalent

: electrical dissipated

: electromagnetic

· forward·
: flui-d

: field

: direct current circuit

· horizontal·

: input

: integer to indicate a mass moment of inertia

: pair of integer that indicate a connection between mass

moments of inertia

: current
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1 : lower

H : motor

NOM : nominal

a : output

p : parallel

r · radiation·
R · rotor-convertor circuit·
R : rolling

R : rotor (bars)

ROT : rotating
I

I

S: : slipring

S : stator

S · neutral zone·
ST : rotor steel

! ST : steering

TOT : total

u : upper

V : vertica

w wall

x,y,z directions of displacements, etc.
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